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AhsÉracÉ

Research into the history of Canadian military law during the Great War has

received scant attention by historians. Eritish studies into the subject have, until recently,

been political in nature, with a focus on discrediting the legality and conclusions of courts

martial during the war. However, the research done on ûre subject has been plagued by

methodological problems, resulting in political conclusions r¡¡hich are not supported by

historical evidence. In an effort to redefine the subject of military law during the Great

War, this study critically engages the previous work done on the subject, establishes the

legal status of the Canadian forces during the waq re-constructs the theory of military law

and the procedures and legislation of courts marrial during the war, and provides concrete

examples of specific court martial cases. The significance of the conclusions derived

from this study demonstrates that there is reason to doubt the predominant assumption

that courts martial during the war were arbitrary, and questions the arguments in favour

of pardons for those executed during the war. Finally" this study illusfrates the need for

analyses of court martial trials specifically, rather than crimes, in an effort to provide a

more accurate historical understanding of Canadian military law during the Great War.



Introduction

What was Canadian military law during the Great War? Narratives of the crimes

for which Canadian soldiers were executeci dominate the literature on this subject.

Oftentimes, these studiesl leference British works on the subject of militaly law, because

both Canadian and British soldiers wele subject to the British Army Acr. The vast

majolity of the historiography, both Canadian and British, present the military legal

system as brutal, arbitlary and unjust. This assertion is problematic for two reasons: the

construction of both military theory and military law are never clearly addlessed; and the

legislated procedules are never described ol analysed to establish if they were based on

such negative standards, or if they were carried out inappropriately.

The case of Lieutenant Henry N. Aldous2 illustlated that coult martial trials wele

documented and followed a particular format. Lt. Aldous was tried at Mont St. Eloi on 25

June I9I7, by General Court Martial with the charge of "When on Active service

drunkenness, in that he on 4thJune 1977 was drunk," to which Aldous pleaded not guilty.

The summary of evidence contained the statements of six witnesses. The first, Corpolal

Lloyd, stated that he was in charge of No. 1 Section under Aldous, and was told to ride

ahead to No. 2 and 3 Sections to tell them to return with their remounts. They refused,

claiming that Alclous was not fit to take charge of them. When Lloyd returned, he askecl

Aldous if he could "go on with my animals, bLìt was refused." Aldous was attempting to

match ttp the animals and was staggering all over the field. Lloyd claimed Aldous was

I Desmond Morton, "The Supreme Penalty: Canadian Deaths by Firing Squad in the First World
War," Queens QuarterLlt'19, no.3 (1972):345-352: and Andlew B. Godefroy, For Freedont ancl Honour?
Tlte Stor¡, of the 25 Ccmadian VolLutÍeers ExecLttecl itt the First World War" (Nepean, Ontalio: CEF Books,
r 998).

t H.M. Aldous, Courts Martial Records (Liblary and Alchives Canada: RG 150 - Ministry of the
Overseas Military Folces of Canada, Selies 8, File 649-A- I 361 , Microfilm Reel Number T-865 1 ).
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drunk. Major Cowley was the second witness and stated that, when the party which

Aldous was a part of had returned frorn bringing back remounts from Aubigny, he had

given orders to have Aldous report to him. When Aldous did not report to him, the Major'

went looking for him and, being told he was sick, went to his tent. In his tent, the Major

found Aldous asleep; when he woke him, he found that Aldous was "in a stupid conftrsed

condition due in my opinion to drink. The tent in which Lt. Aldous was sleeping smelled

of liquor." The third witness, Captain Dunlop corroborated the Major's statement of

events, also describing Aldous' condition as the result of drink. Corporal Buse, the fourth

witness, in charge of No. 2 Section did not remember being given any orders to return to

Aldous with his remounts. He did remembel seeing Aldous on two occasions on the

return tlip. "He was mounted and I considered him to be in a fit condition." The fifth

witness, Lieutenant Davin, stated that Aldous had been complaining abor"rt a bad

headache due to the sun and that, in Aldous' tent with the Major', he found that Aldous

was in fit condition and not drunk. The final, sixth witness, Sergeant Hawthorne, stated

he saw nothing unusual about Aldous and that he had seen him frequently on the

afternoon in question.

These type-wlitten statements did not correspond with the handwritten ones;

however, the handwritten ones were unclear and illegible. The pages of the transcript of

the actual couft were all handwritten in small, condensed writing. That was complicated

by poor transcription of the documents which make them difficult to decipher'. However,

what is clear is that: Alclous had a friend help him throughout the trial, often cross-

examining witnesses; the court would often closs-examine witnesses as would the
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prosecutor or defence; the prosecution had five witnesses and the defence had four'. The

accused was found not guilty of the charge.

This case demonstrates part of a trial, and illustrates the systematic procedures of

court martial trials; however, without analysis and explanation of the procedures there is

no way of fully understanding what had taken place or of making any claim as to whether

Aldous received a fair trial.3 Any groundwork for the historical study of Great War

Canadian military law requires: (1) a historiographic analysis of the subject; (2) a

construction of the history of military psychiatry during this time period, particularly of

'shell shock' and its relationship to military law; (3) a constluction of what Canadian

military law was, why it was understood as such, and what developments were made

throughout the war; (4) an analysis of the fundamental and conceptual differences

between military and civil laws, with specific focus on the theoretical foundations of

military law; (5) an analysis of the legislative framework of the military legal system

during the peliod in question; (6) and the demonstration, using specific case files, of

standalds applied in court martial trials.

A note on terminology: terms, common to this subject matter, require

clarification, particularly the terms 'Militaly Law' and 'Martial Law.' Militaly law is a

legal system which governs the administrative as well as disciplinary aspects of life in the

armed folces. Thus, military law governs enlistment, terms of service, and courts martial,

among othel things.a Dut'ing the Great War, the military law which applied to Canada

was the British Army Act, originally approved by the British parliament in 188I and

3 'Foi.' can only be measured if the procedures established within the legislation govelning
military law and courts martial were fbllowed.

a Burlell M. Singer and Lieut.-Colonel R.J.S. Langfold, Handbook of Canaclian MiLitaDt Lqyy
(Tolonto: The Copp Clark Cornpany LTD, 1941), 1.
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renewed every yeal'thereafter', with amendments made peliodically, including in 1914.

Martial Law, on the other hand "designates, in reality, no system of law at all, and it is

not recognized, as such, by English or Canadian jurisprudence. .. . In its proper sense, the

term means the suspension of ordinary law, and the temporary government of a country

or palts thereof by military authorities."s

The subject of military law during the Great War is controversial by natule; in this

war, necessitating the mass mobilization of state resources and populations, the

executions of volunteer citizen-soldiels serving their countries in a wave of patriotism

was and lemains unsettling. The Canadian historiography on this specific aspect of our

military histoly is extremely slim, consisting of two works: Desmond Morton's "The

Supreme Penalty,"6 an article published in Queen's Qttarterly in 1972; and the more

recent For Freedom and Honour?7, Andrew Godefi'oy's 1998 analysis of Canadian

capital court martial trials. Godefroy's work is strongly based in the Blitish

historiography on the subject, particularly Julian Putkowski and Julian Sykes work, Shot

at Dawn,8 but also on Anthony Babington' s For the Sake of Example.n Th" connection

between Canadian and British research on this subject found in Godefroy's book is in the

lelationship between Canada and Britain during the war; Canada entered as a British

dominion, and subsequently was subject to British command and legislation. Godefroy,

Putkowski and Sykes, and Babington are strongly political in denouncing the application

of military law and the construction of coults martial during the war, calling for a

tlb¡rt., z.
u Morton.
7 Godefloy.
t Julian Putkowski and Julian Sykes, S/roir at Dctyvn: Executions in WorlcJ War One by Authori4, of

the Britislt Ann¡,Act (London: Leo Cooper Pen and Sword Books, 1989).
v Anthony Babington, For the Sake of ExantpLe: Capital Cow'ts Martial, 1914-1g20 (New Yolk:

St. Maltins Press, 1983).
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reassessment of the trials and findings, as well as for blanket ol specific pardons for those

executecl for desertion and cowardice.

This thesis opposes that historiography and is critical of the claims and research

methods of Godefroy, Putkowski and Sykes, and Babington. It strongly supports the

thesis presented by Cathryn Corns and John Hughes-Wilson in Btindfotd and Alone.t0

However, rather than simply reassess and leinforce their thesis, which they have strongly

and concisely presented, my wolk complements and further develops the concepts of

military legal theoly and the application of legislation in this time period. The findings

will argue that the military legal system which the Canadian Expeditionary Force was

subject to was in fact systematic, with clearly established procedures, and that there is no

historical evidence to support a claim that those procedures were ignored ol in any way

distorted by military officers and courts. Furthermore, military law differed from civil

law in that the military legal code was, and remains, plemised on the concept of

discipline and control, whereas the civil justice code is plemised on an abstract

construction of justice. Conversely, both the military and civil laws were, and remain,

equally premised on the concept of detelrence. Thelefore, when faced with total war-,

where soldiers risked death daily, the lack of capital punishment would have arguably

resulted in a significant problem for military commanders. The pllrpose of law, both civil

and military, is to ensure ordel by constlucting the consequences for a crime as more

severe than the consequences if the crime was not committed. In the case of war, if a

soldier is faced with death on the front line, the punishment for avoidance such as

r0 Cathryn Corns and John Hughes-Wilson, Blinclfotct and ALone; British Milirar¡, Executions itt
the Great War, (London: Cassell, 2005).



desertion must be severe; otherwise the result of committing such a crime proves to be

more beneficial than to obey the established law.

The study of Canadian courts martial during the Gleat War is complicated by the

condition of the primary source records. As mentioned, the courts maltial records are

heid at Library and Archives Canada, which has composed an index available online.

Included in the "Descriptive Records" of the coul'ts martial records is a statement

confirming that the records were microfilmecl by the National Defence Microfilm Unit

between 1 December' 1950 and2 September 1954;the original records were subsequently

destroyed.ll The microfilms of the courts martial, forty-five in total, lack organi zation,

with the files identifiable only by the name of the accused, are filed in reverse order on

the reel (the first page following the title page of the file is the lasr page of the actual file)

and in some cases repeat offences and trials are all filed together with no clear distinction

as to which page refers to which trial. This organization demeans the usefulness of the

index available, as most files lack file numbers, which the index uses to identify the

individual files. Thele are no other identifying marks on the reels, save for breaks spread

thloughout, which are potentially useful in attempting to Lìse as a marker to locate files.

Finally, the qualities of the reproductions ale particr,rlarly poor, which further hampers

research into the subject. All of this contributes to significant methodological problems in

regards to sampling: representative samples are not possible without analysis of the entire

collection because the files are not organized by crime, date, location, finding, sentence

or name. Therefore, the only possible sampling method is a random sample of the

" Libraly and Archives Canada, "Descliptive Record: Courts martial lecorcls"
http://clata4.collectionscanacla.ca,/netacgi/nph-bls?s I = l -50-
5&s2=&s6=&sl0=&sl l=&l=20&Sect4=AND&Sectl=IMAGE&SecI2=THESOFF&Sect5=MKDOPEN&
Sect6=HITOFF&d=MIKA&p=l&u=http://www.collectionscanada.sc.c¿ì,/archivianet/02012302 e.htrnl&r.=
l&ÈG (accessed 3 June, 2008).



records. Therefore, due to the poor quality of the Lecords, my only parameter for the

sample was legibility. In an effor't to illustrate the procedures evident in the files, seven

cases wele randomly selected fi'om the records.

The result of this detailed study of rnilitary law, and the Canadian forces dur-ing

the war, objectively questions arguments in favoul of issuing posthumous pardons to

soldiers executed during the war. Given all of the evidence, it becomes evident that the

conclusions of many historians on this subject are not historically supported. A pardon

fol a particular ctime needs to be based on evidence that the accused was wrongfully

convicted. In a historical context, this necessitates an appreciation fol the laws of the time

and for the actual trials. In the cases of Canadian capital courts martial, this becomes

problematic. The case files for those executed during the wal are claimed to have been

lost. The names of these twenty-five cases are not listed in the index for the courts martial

records held at Library and Archives Canada, which means that either the index is

incomplete or those files are forever lost. If lost, then an analysis of those trials is

impossible. As fol the laws of the time, these men were chalged with a clime and

punished according to a legally constructed code. To allow a blariket pardon would, in

many ways, be an injr-rstice. If the implication was that some men were unjustly

convicted, then there would be equal evidence to claim that some were justly convicted.

Whele is the justice in pardoning the guitty along with the innocent? Furthelmore, as in

the case of Private Butler, executed fol murder following a head injury which resulted in

strange behaviour, should he not receive a parclon also, given the circumstances of his

clime?



F{istorioqraphv

Studies of executions during the Great War have been plagued by the limits of

solllces; it has been only recently, within the past ten years that the actual trial transcripts

have been made available. The result is that only two works on this subject has been done

recently enough to cite specific cases.l2 Therefore, studies conducted on military

executions during the Great Wal necessarily had to be limited in scope to the available

sources. This is significant because conclusions presented within the histoliography often

are not supported by the sources available at the time. Of all of the studies on British and

Canadian military law during the Great War, Gerard Oram's Mititary Executiotts Dtring

WortclWar lt3 is the most analytical work cumently available, focusing on the

development of military law in Britain and the lelationship between discipline and

morale. The value of the work done on the subject is unquestionable; the current

historiography presents a previously unknown aspect of Great War history which

continues to receive scant attention.la However, the genelal conclusion presented within

the historiography is that the trials wele 'unjust;' if those who were executed during the

war would have leceived trials which were 'fair,' they would have been acquitted. In

order to sLlppot't such a claim, the actual trials must be examined against the legal code

r2 Cathryn Col'ns and John Hughes-Vy'ilson, Btirtdfotct and Alone: British Militctrl, ExecLttions itt
the Great l4lør, (London: Cassell, 2005); and Gel'ard Oran, Militctry Executions During Worlcl War 1 (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan ,2003); however, Babington did consult the actual trial transclipts but was not
perrnitted to release particulars such as names and units.

13 oram.
ra General surveys of Canadian military histoly such as Desmoncl Morton, A Mititary Histor¡, of

Canada: Front Champlain to Kosovo (Toronto: M&S, 1985); Jack Granatstein, Canacla's Arnt¡,: Waging
War and Keeping tlte Peace (Toronto: University o1'Tolonto Pless, 2002); and Tim Cook, ,A¡ the Shar¡t
End: Canadians Figlting the Great War l 9l 4- 19 1 6, v|. 1 (Toronto: Viking Canada, 2007) simply make
clairns of an arbitrary and unjust legal systern, if militaly law is even rnentioned. Chlis Madsen's Another
Kittcl of Justice: Canadian Militar¡, Law from Confederation to Sontalia (Vancouver: UBC Press., 1999) is
a survey of the evolution o1'the JAG, ploviding little insight into capital trials.
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which applied to the soldiers then and there, in older to asceftain whether they did or did

not receive what was then considered a lawful and just trial.

The first Canadian study of military coruts martial and executions during the war

was by Desmond Morton.ls The focus was on crime and punishment as Morton recreated

the crimes of eight canadian soldiers executed dur-ing the war, using a 1922

parliamentary report.'6 This trend, of analysing the crimes rather than the trials of both

Canadian and British soldiers, has been endemic throughout the histor-iography. The

process of court martial trials has neither been re-constructed nor referenced in the

analysis. Regardless, Molton asserted that: "The Canadians, without apparent protest, had

accepted the cruelty ofexecution by firing squad as a reasonable price to pay for a

disciplined participation in the wat."ti This statement illustrates two significant aspects of

the genelal historiography: a clear opposition to the execution of Canadian soldiers,

based on a general opposition to capital punishment and the perception that court martial

tdals were unjust; and a lack of construction of why the Canadian Expeditionary Force

was subject to British legislation or what developments weïe made during the war

regarding that lawful authority.

Morton did bliefly addr-ess the theor.y of military law:

The avowed purpose of military raw is not to do absor'te
justice to the individual but to maintain discipline.
consequently, like any civil magistrate, the commander-in-
chìef and his subordinates tended to give greater weight to
the p'evalence of the c'ime o' the possible interpretations

I5 
DesmoncJ Morton, "The Supreme Penalty: Canadian Deaths by Firing Squad in rhe First World

War," Qtteen's Quarter$t 79, no.3 (1972):345-352.

the use of this source fol. the cases.li Morton, 35 l.
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of leniency than to the personal me'its of the unfortunate
offender. 'o

Morton complemented this statement with a memorandum from the Canadian

Department of National Defence released following the war in an effort to address the use

of capital punishment and the execution of Canadian soldiers:

As a gene'al rule a death penalty was not confirmed unless
the offender- had previously been guilty of the same gr.ave
offence, or had been convicted of offences of a similar
charactel though of a lesser.degree such as absence of a
serious nature but not amounting to desertion. There were
exceptions to this rule but where a death sentence for
desefiion ol cowardice was inflicted when a man's past
record had been good it is safe to say that the offence was
of a particularly flagrant character or that the particular
clime was so prevalent that further.leniency would have
had a possible grave effect.le

Both statements addressed significant aspects of military law: the concept of discipline

and control, and the importance of deterrence. However', these important concepts, which

clafify and contextualize military law in genelal as well as the use of capital punishment

specifically, were not given further attention.

Morton proceeded to describe the crimes of eight specific Canadians executed,

though no names were provided nor any details given regarding the trials. The first

Canadian mentioned was the first Canadian to be executed. He was a French-Canadian

fi'om the 14tl' Battalion who had "admitted to evading two tours of duty in the trenches

ancl [was] guilty of thlee absences in the previous year, for the last of which he was still

setving a suspended sentence." He was essentially shot as an example due to the volume

" Ittid.,346.
'o "So-" Notes Regalding the Award and Confìrmation of Sentences of Death on Canadian

Soldiers in the GreatWar, 1916-1918," Public Alchives of Canada, R.G. 24, vol. 2538, HeS lg22-2.ln
Arnts, Men and Governntents (Otl.awæ Inlbrmation Canada, 191 l), p.248. euoted in Mortàn, 346.
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of similar offences in the accused soldier's unit.2O The second was a trooper in the Royal

Canadian Dragoons who shot a fellow soldier five times. However, he had behaved

strangely since a bad fall fi'om a holse and, due to this, the court martial recommended

leniency. He was nevertheless executed.tl The third was an Amelican citizen serving in

the CEF who was found near Boulogne in civilian clothing without references or

representation.22 The fourth was a Private in the 1't Canadian Reserve Park who shot his

sergeant major in the back five times.23 The fifth was a soldier in the 3d Canadian

Battalion who refused to return to the trenches even at the point of a bayonet. Due to the

prevalent nature of this refusal amongst the troops, the testimonies from his platoon

commandet, sergeant and captain were inconsequential to his ultimate execution.2a The

sixth case was used to complement the fifth and only described as "a private of the

French-speaking 22"d Battalion [who] suffered the same fate on the argument that several

other members of his unit had escaped the firing squad after their attempts at desertion

had failed."2s The seventh was the single Canadian to be executed for cowardice. He was

a private in the 52nd Battalion of the 4'h division who had refused to accompany his r-rnit

to the line, declaring that he would rather be shot. When the authorities attempted to

malch him to the line undel escol't, he sat in a communication tlench and refused to go

any further.t6 The final mention was the most senior member of the CEF to be executecl.

He was recognized as having a history of fighting "exceptionally well" and was a veter.an

of the peacetime British Arrny. He was an acting platoon commandel in the 10'l' Battalion

20 Motton, 347.
2t lbict.
22 lbict.
23 lbicl.

" Ibirt.
2s tb¡d.,3+8.

'6 Ibirt.
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at the Hill 70 operation in September 1917. There he claimed to be wounded and handed

command ovel to a cotporal. After the platoon was "annihilated," the accused was found

to be uninjured and was executed for desertion.2T

These descriptions of the crimes for which soldiers were executed al.e

problematic. The failure to construct the concept of military law results in the lack of a

framework fol an understanding of these cases. Furthermore, if the argument is presented

that the execution of these men was 'Lrnfair,' as implied throughout the article, then the

construct of the plocedures for courts martial as well as the re-construction of specific

trials is necessary. Finally, if the purpose of such a discussion is to ascertain the

justification, or lack thereof, of the use of capital punishment, then a discussion is

required regarding civil law; capital punishment was acceptable within the Canadian and

British justice systems thloughout this historical period. The lack of these pertinent

explolations results in a narrative which is perfunctory and, in its own way, unfair.

This patterned nanative of executions has been endemic within the Br.itish

historiography. One study often cited is Anthony Babington's For the Sake of Example:

Capital Conrts Martictl, 1914-1920.28 Babington clearly established his position on the

issue of capital courts martial dur.ing the war:

It can now be revealed that the general disquiet about these
events has been mole than justified. Viewed by the
standards of today few of the executed men received the
most elemental folm of justice. They were tr-ied and
sentenced by courts which often regarded themselves as
mere components of the penal process and which, until the
final year of the war, were asked to per-form a complex
judicial function without any soft of legal guidance. The

'7 lbirt.
Anthony Babington, For îhe Sake of Exanrple; Capitat CoLu'ts Martial, Igl4-1g20 (New york:

St. Martins Press, 1983).
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cases for the accused were seldom presented adequately
and sometimes never presented af. all.2e

There are several aspects of this statement which are disquieting and recur throughor-rt the

study. First, Babington presented the concept of justice without clarification. Twelve

years before Babington published his work, John Rawls released A Theory of Justice.30

Rawls contended that justice is not a simple 'fact' or reality; rathel he plesents justice as

a complex relationship between individuals and organizations. Thus, if the term justice

has been demonstrated as a complex theoly, Babington's argument for a lack of justice

was unclear. To further complicate Babington's concept of justice, he focused on

applying his contemporary values to historical events. In oldel to understand historical

events, they must be analysed within their historical contexts; this is the basic premise of

historicism. The period in question differed greatly fi'om the peliod in which Babington

was writing, particularly in that capital punishment was then an acceptable practice

within the British justice system. However, he did recognize this further in the study: "It

must be remembered, too, that these waltime executions took place in an age when

capital punishment was accepted in Britain as a necessary component of the penal

strltctltre."3t In an effort to support his claim that the courts were basically unable, or

unwilling, to perform their duties appropriately, Babington lelied on a novel, The Secret

Battle, by A. P. Helbert, an officer who had practiced law in peace time prior to the war,

who allegeclly recounted his expeliences within the military legal system: "A great many

membets of the court consideled him fthe defence advocate] superfluous to the

ploceedings and, if he made any attempts at any genuine advocacy, 'they could not

'e Ibirt., *i.
30 John Rawls, A Theor¡, of Justice (Carnbridge: Halvard Univelsity Press, 197 1).
3rBabington, 

192.
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stomach the sight of him'."32 An assertion as strong as claiming that the legal system was

corrupt requires more substantive histolical evidence than one novel.

Babington's monograph was largely a narrative of the British Expeditionary Force

in Europe during the war, with a focus on crimes committed by Blitish soldiers resulting

in executions of the accused. This presentation implicitly argued that the military legal

code was particularly bloody, with a significant execution rate. However, later in the

wotk, Babington stated that the execution l'ate was only 1 1.23Vo of all those condemned

to death; because the rnilitary legal system allowed an accused to be found guilty of a

lesser clime for which he was not charged (i.e.,be found guilty of absence without leave

when charged with deseltion), the execution rate for all men charged with desertion was a

great deal less. Thus, the narrative itself is misleading.

Another problem was in regards to the issue of shell shock. Babington argued:

"Six of the deserters who were shot in June and July might well have been suffering from

some form of traumatic neurosis, but only one of them was medically examined before he

was executed."33 However, Babington failed to explore the history of military psychiatry

ol shell shock, thus omitting the fact that shell shock (what we understand today as post-

traumatic stress disorder) was not univelsally accepted as a psychological injury within

any medical community at the time. Using medical history to criticise legal history

without engaging that medical history makes any conclusions derived questionable. This

apploach to the critical analysis of military law and coults martial during the Gleat War

has become common and problematic throughout the histor.iography.

3t Ibirt., 14.
3t Ibirt., zg.
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Babington's methodology in analyzingthe coults martial is also challengeable. In

every case discussed throughout his study, Babington gave little if any detail about the

actual trial itself, focusing instead on a narrative reconstruction of the crimes. As an

example, Babington discussed the case of Private W:

Plivate'W, the condemned soldier, was a member of
another Home Counties regiment; neither his age nor his
length of service was levealed at his court martial. On l6
September his company had been in position in the ill-
defined front line, entrenched behind a farm-house. A shell
had landed near him, wounding two other men.
Immediately afterwards W had left his trench and walked
back towards the rear. His company selgeant-major had
asked him where he was going and he replied that he too
had been hit. W was not seen again for six days when he
repolted back to his battalion, unwounded and still in
possession of his rifle and equipment. No defence was put
forward at his trial, not even the obvious one that he had
been shaken or dazed by the force of the explosion and had
temporarily lost control of himself.3a

This excerpt illustrates some significant methodological issues. As Babington claimed in

his introduction, the British soldiers who were executed did not receive an adequate trial.

However, as l'epresented in this case, Babington focused more on the clime, and only

mentioned that the age and length of service of the defendant were not given during the

trial, and that no defence was presented. Babington failed to give any analysis of the trial

process. Particularly disturbing is the implication that the responsibility for a lack of

defence fell on the court. Babington failed to mention if the defendant sought or had

repl'esentation at his trial, and that the defendant himself may have chosen not to present

any defence. Refusal to present any kind of defence was not rrncommon throughout the

Field General Courts Martial (FGCM), as illustrated by a memo fi'om an FGCM plesident

quoted in Babington: "He was given every opportunity of giving evidence on his own

" rbirt.,j
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behalf or making a statement. I asked him several times if he had some explanation to

give for going absent and he simply replied 'No'."35 Babington failed to point out in the

cases under discussion that the defendants may have refused to defend themselves,

possibly under the impression that submission to the courts would warrant leniency.

Instead, Babington implied that the courts were at fault. This misleading implication

distolts the historical undelstanding of the events under study without any justification.

Babington's presentation of the cases, with a focus on the crimes instead of the

trials in an effort to demonstrate the injustice of the courts martial system, further

distolted historical undelstanding by declaring the apparent barbarity of executing

someone befole clearly reconstructing the law, legislation, trial or context of the issue.

Babington's work reflected a political agenda which became prominent in the 1980s in

Britain: the pardoning of soldiers executed for desertion and cowardice in the First World

War.

Another British work which closely resembled that of Babington is Julian

Putkowski and Julian Sykes, Shot at Dawn: Execufions in World War One by Authority

of the British Army Act.36 Putkowski and Sykes clearly state their goals in the 'Author's

Statement:' "we repeat our call for the Ministry of Defence to have the courage to admit

these injustices, and to initiate the plocedures for exonerating all 351 men who were

executed by the British Almy during the Filst World War."37 HoweveL, Putkowski and

Sykes are similar to Babington in style and tone, diffeling largely in two respects:

Putkowski and Sykes attempt to reconstruct the crimes and some cases using sources

3t Ib¡rt., tz-t3.
3ó JLrlian Putkowski and Julian Sykes, Sltot ctÍ Dayvn: Executions in Worlcl War Otte b), Aythority of

the Britislt_At'nt)ì Act (London: Leo Cooper Pen and Sword Books, 1989).
37 Ibicl.,5.
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other than the actual trial transcripts (which were unavailable) and they release the names

and units of those executed.

Andrew Godefroy's study is the most recent and in-depth study of Canadian

coufis martial and executions in the First World'War.38 Many concerns found in the

previous studies prove to be constant thloughout this study as well. Godefroy summarises

his atgument in the preface:

This book examines each soldier's story and evaluates it in
the histolical context of the First World War. From this, it
is clear that the handling of executions in the CEFÆr-itish
military was neither fair nor unfair, but essentially
inconsistent in its conduct. Therefore, at least for those shot
for cowardice or desertion, a case by case review should be
allowed, and if possible, some soldiers should have their
honour restored.3e

This thesis is problematic for two reasons. First, the use of the terms 'fair' and 'unfair' is

vague and convoluted: a trial must either be consideled 'fair' or 'unfaiL.' Godefroy's

argument throughout the study implicitly supported the same argument as Babington and

Putkowski and Sykes, but only in so far as the desertion and cowardice cases are

concerned. The argument that the handling of the cases was 'inconsistent' was also

vague, ploblematic, and not clarified throughout the study. If the argument was that the

coults were inconsistent in general, leading to the execution of only a select few, and

disregarding any type of precedent set by previons courts martial, then an examination of

cases which did not lead to an execution would be required. Othelwise, consistency or the

lack theleof could not be demonstrated or proven. Regardless, in order to determine the

'faiLness' or 'consistency' of a trial or a series of trials, actual trials would have to be

tt Andrew B. Godefi'oy, For Freedont and Honour? The Story of the 25 Canadian VoLtutteers
Executed in. the Fit'st World War (Nepean, Ontario: CEF Books, 1998).

3e Ibicl., x.
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examined. Godefroy failed to accomplish this, relying on the same 1922 parliamentary

report as Morton, a repofi which failed to give a description of the trials themselves.

Throughout the study, Godefroy habitLrally made inaccutate statements and came

to false conclusions, failing to cite how he developed those understandings. ln legards to

the construction of Canadian military law at the time and the use of the British system,

Godefroy claimed that: "The fact of the mattel is that Canada did not necessarily

deliberately allow its soldiers to be tried and shot under British FGCM. It simply did not

have an altet'native to the existing system in place at the time, and by the time it got itself

organized in matters of discipline and military law the war was dlawing to a close."40

Although this statement was not entirely incouect, it failed to reconstruct the issue of

Canadian military law at the time. However, Godfroy continued "Oddly, attention was

brought to the matter of Canadian control over discipline from a domestic organization

back home. The National Prison Reform Association in Canada had written a letter to the

Minister of Overseas Military Force of Canada in 1918, urging for full Canadian

julisdiction over matter involving Canadians and military law."4t This statement was

inaccurate as the matter of jurisdiction had been addressed by the Canadian government

and by the Canadian military prior to 1918, as will be discussed below.

Godefi'oy's inaccurate statements continued with his cliscr-lssions of courts martial.

The pool administration of British Field General Coults-
Martial has been pinpointed as a major factol that "lunacy"
surrounded executions in the BEF. By their very nature
(being conducted in the field), "they allowed for a
considerable amount of simplification of procedural mattel's
and requirements, all supposedly in the interests of military
expediency." ... In addition to these conditions however,
there was also a genelal lack of any standardized procedule

to Ib¡d., 15.
o' Ibict., 16.
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or of supervision. There was the allowance of unauthorized
decision making on the part of officers of the court, all of
which contributed to the shooting of many commonwealth
servicemen who might othelwise have been spared.a2

These statements wele wholly inaccurate. The procedures for courts martial were

legislated by the British parliament and clearly established within the Army Act and.the

Manual of Military Law. Godefroy's source for this statement, like Babington's, was

wholly circumstantial and failed to be derived from any historical evidence. Godefroy

elabolated on the issue of officers in the court: "There have been many references to

cases where the court officers were divided on the decision. In such a case, more often

then not, the court president simply coerced those officers junior in rank to support his

own decision."43 These statements we¡e unreferenced with no evidence to sllpport such

claims. In fact, the procedures established within the legislation addressed these issues,

requiring junior officels to submit veldicts first, to prevent the domination of superior

officers in the court.a4 Such procedures could be ignored and Godefi'oy claimed that this

did occur but there is no historical evidence to support Godefroy's claim regarding the

officels ofthe courts or the "inconsistent precedence and procedures, that often presided

over Canadian FGCMs."a5

The least convincing conclusion Godefroy presented was in legards to who

deserved to be granted pardons ancl who did not. As his thesis claimed, those executed for.

desertion and cowardice should have theil cases leviewed and be pardoned if applicable.

However, in regards to those convicted fol murder "there is little debate on the order of

execution fol those who commit mulder which, if convicted, always carried the penalty

1t lbict., g.
t3 lbirt., 12.

'* Blituin, Rules of Proceclure (War Off ice, 1907), s. 69, ss. c.
a5 Godefì'oy, 15.
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of death."au God"ftoy further claimed that: "The cases of murder, it is generally agreed,

must stand. Both the military and civilian justice system of the period in question

sentenced its convicted murdelers to death. In the two CEF cases, there is not the

slightest question of guilt. The issue of cowaldice in the CEF is open to debate, and

Sinizki received nothing resembling a fair trial."a7 Who Godefi'oy was refelling to in

regards to the 'debate on the order of execution' and the 'general agreement' as to murder

remains unclear.

This perception and conclusion is disconcerting when reviewing the case of

Alexander Butler. He had joined the Royal Canadian Dragoons in 1914, following

Canada's declaration of war, with six and a half years of experience in a Br-itish Cavalry

unit. He served without incident until May 1915, when he fell fi'om his horse and suffered

a severe head injuly. There had been reports that he had behaved strangely thereafter, and

in May 1916, he suffered anothel head injuly due to another fall from his horse. His

strange behaviour became agglavated and on 8 June 1916, Butler fired five rounds into

anothet' Canadian soldier for no apparent reason.48 Godefroy recognised all of these

circumstances, yet remained adamant that this case should not be reviewed, whereas

cases of cowardice and desertion should. Of all the Canadian court martial cases which

resulted in an execution, this isthe only case in which, even without the trial transcripts,

it is evident that the accused was wrongfully convicted given the military law. The Arnty

Act, whtch Butler was subject to stated: "Where on trial by court martial of a pelson

charged with an offence it appears that such person committed the offence, but that he

was insane at the time of the commission thereof, the coult shall find specially the fact of

uu lbirt., 21.
a1 lbid., i3.
tt Ibicr.,2r-22.
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his insanity, and such person shall be kept in custody in the prescribed manner until the

directions of His Majesty thereon are known."4e The Manttal of Mititary Law further

defined the concept of insanity: "A person cannot be convicted on a criminal charge in

respect of an act done by him while labouring under such unsoundness of mind as made

him incapable of appreciating the nature and quality of the act he was doing, ol that such

an acf was wrong."5O Thus, in this particular case, it was evident, given the crime and the

laws which the accused was subject to, that Butler was wrongly convicted due to his state

of mind at the time of the offence.

However, Godefroy failed to recognise this legal matter throughout his work. He

compared this case to that of Sinizki who refused to go to the front line, even at the point

of a bayonet, stating that he would lather be shot.sl In this case, without having the trial

tlansclipts available for review, Godefroy concluded that Sinizki did not receive a fair

tlial. The legislation for the time stated that any soldier who "Misbehaves or induces

others to misbehave before the enemy in such a manner as to show cowardice shall on

conviction by court martial be liable to suffer death, ol such othel less punishment as is in

this Act mentioned."52 Inthis case, if one were to judge the trial based on the cdme, a

prominent practice within the historioglaphy, Sinizki was punishecl according to the legal

standard to which he was subject. Godefroy's conclusions and analyses of these cases in

particulal', and of courts maltial in genelal, were not founded upon the historical evidence

available.

ae United Kingdom, At"ntTt 1,ç¡, 1914,44 & 45 Vict., s. 130, ss. 2.
50 Unite,l Kingdorn, War Office, Manual of Mitirarl, Lc*v (London: HMSO, l9l4), 88.
5r Godefroy,24.
t' Ar,rr¡' Act, s.4, ss.7.
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In all of the works previously discussed (Morton, Babington, Putkowski and

Sykes, and Goclefroy) sources have been problematic; Morton, and Putkowski and Sykes

did not have access to the actual trials, as they were closed to the public fol research. This

was likely the case fol Godefroy as well. The problem with these wolks is not the

materials under analysis, but the conclusions derived. Morton and Godefroy rely on a

1922 parliamentary report which may be the only official documentation addressing this

issue. Although this report has significant historical value, it does not discuss the actual

trials; therefore, a critique of the trials would be impossible unless supported by

supplemental evidence. Putkowski and Sykes fall into the same difficulties.

Reconstructions of the crimes do not clarify the procedules of the trials. Essentially, the

evidence and the sources used do not support the conclusions.

The most recent British study on the subject of militaly law, courts martial and

executions during the First V/orld'War is Cathryn Corns and John Hughes-Wilson's work

Blindfold anrJ Alone.53 This is the most concise, objective and academic study available

on the subject. The authols address the development of military law thror,rgh history fi'om

the ancient Egyptians, Romans and the British,5a the development and context of shell

shock dtrling the war, the Manual of Mititary Law and the Army Act,ss the capital cases of

courts martial, and the issue of pardons and criticism of military law during the war.56

This revisionist work has successfully addressed many of the problems evident within the

histoliography.

53 Cathryn Colns and John Hughes-Wilson, Blinctfolct anc| Alone; British Militar¡, Executiotts itt
the Greal War, (London: Cassell, 2005).

sa rb¡cl.,3g-qz.
ss lbitt.,44-51.
s6 tbict., gz-95.
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The authols assefted: "the coul'ts-martial were nothing more or less than the result

of the legitimate application of military Iaw as voted into statute by Parliament like any

other law."s7 Furthermore "what is quite clear, however, is that the FGCM was a formally

and legally constituted judicial instrument. ... Any especially grave sentencing (such as

death) had to be unanimous (with the junior officer giving his opinion first to avoid

senior officers 'directing' the proceedings)."s8 This, a reference to criticisms like

Godefi'oy's, was supported by the Rules of Procedr,tr¿ found in the Manual of Mititary

Law which stated that "The opinions of the members of the court should be taken in

succession, beginning with the junior in Lank."5e Any claim to the contrary would need to

be suppolted by historical evidence.

Blindfold and Alone was not all-encompassing in scope. It lacked a clear

construction of the theoly of military law. Although thele was a history of the application

of military law, this differed substantially from a construction of what the military law

was. Ftrrthermore, although there is an overview of the Manual of Mititary Law and, the

Army Acl, this overview was focused on crimes and punishment rather than procedures. If

a particular trial is to be analysed to ascertain its legality, the procedules established

through legislation would need to be reconstructed in older to develop any conclusions.

Thus, there are obviotts gaps within the historiography on this subject matter. The

first problem in the British historiography, reiterated within the Canadian historiography,

is the issue of shell shock. The argument presented is that the men convicted for

cowardice and deseltion were likely suffelels of shell shock and thus unjustly executed.

Although this algument is indisputable in hindsight mole than eighty years after the fact,

s7 Ibid.,zz.
t8 Ibirt.,gz.
seBritain, 

RLtLes of Procedure (War Ofijce, 1907), s.69, ss. c.
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with psychological and psychiatric studies to support the concept of shell shock, the

medical understanding of this injury during the war was not so clear or unanimous within

the medical and military spheres. As such, due to the significance of shell shock as a

basis of criticism, its construction remains essential in clarifying this little understood

facet of military legal history in the Gleat War.

One further facet which remains obscure within the Canadian historiography is

the legal status of the Canadian soldiels, how that status was understood ancl how it

developed throughout the war. As implied, the current constluction and understanding of

that status is incotrect and incomplete; thelefore, a cladfication of that status is necessary

in ordel to understand why Canadian soldiers were subject to Blitish legislation during

the war.

The two final aleas which require clarification are broader in scope and relate to

military law in general and the theories upon which it is premised. Although a brief

histoly of how military law was apptied to various societies is illuminating, it fails to

explain what military law is. Therefore, a discnssion of the premise and theory of military

law, as well as a comparison illuminating the similarities and differences between

militaly and civil law, will enhance the contextualization of this peculiar aspect of legal

history. Finally, in an effort to disprove arguments presented that the courts martial

system was arbitrary and lacked any procedlìres, actual procedules for coults martial used

during the Gleat Wal will be reconstructed and analysed. In terms of historical method,

this thesis follows the histolicist rather than the plesentist pelspective for time and

evidence.



Shell Shock and the Great War

One core pillar in the argument presented by historians like Babington, Putkowski

and Sykes, and Godefroy was that the soldiers executed duling the First World War for

desertion and cowardice did not warrant a death sentence based on the historical

assumption that many were suffering from shell shock. However, these particular

histolians failed to address the history of shell shock or military psychiatry dr-rring the

war. This area of history, like the history of military law, has received little attention.

Research does present one significant conclusion to the history of shell shock as a legal

defence: its recognition during the Great War was so limited and disputed that it could

not have successfully been used as a legal defence fol those executed during the war.

The symptoms varied and ranged from a generalized anxiety syndrome to

"hysterical neuroses with gross physical symptoms of paralysis, spasms, mutism,

blindness ancl the like."60 Thele was a distinct division within the psychiatric profession

as to the cause of these symptoms. In 1844, German psychiatrist Wilhelm Griesinger

developed the somatic theory of mental illness, claiming and demonstrating through

autopsies that the symptoms of mental illnesses common throughout asylums at the time,

palticularly 'paralysis of the insane,' was the result of physical clamage to the brain and

central nervotìs system; thus, mental illness was the result of a physical injury or

disease.6l In contrast to this theory, a small group of young neurologists in the 1880s and

1890s argued that mental and nervous illnesses wele disorders of the mind, not

60 Eric J. Leecl, N¿ Man's Lancl; Contbat and lclentitlt in Wortd War I (Cambr:idge: Cambridge
University Pless., 1979) , 163-164.

o' To- Brown, "Shell Shock in the Canadian Expeditionaly Force, 1914-1918: Canadian
Psyclriatry in the Great Wat," Health, Disease ctncl Medicine.' Essa1,s in Canadian Histor1,, ed. Char.les G.
Roland (Hannah Confèrence on the History of Medicine, 1982),309. The posr-mor.rern eviclence used t"o
support this theory was the lesult of syphilis.
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originating in physical injuries, and as such needed to be treated through mental means

and the use of psychotherapy.62 This group, including Sigmund Freud, divided mental

illnesses into two groups: those suffering from hysteria displayed a "bewildering array of

tholoughly bizane physical symptoms;" while those suffering from neurasthenia

displayed "a mole general and less dramatic nerve weakness or 'brain exhaustion'."63

The leaction of the majority within the psychological field as well as the military

autholities was to pelceive those suffering fi'om hysteria or neurasthenia as malingerers.

Due to the disciplinary effect on soldiers, "the acceptance of neurosis (by military

officers inside and outside the medical corps) as a condition applopriate to soldiers in

combat was a political issue"64 based on the suspicion that many soldiers would take the

opportunity to feign illness in older to avoid combat or dangelous actions. Often, when

soldiers learned of the symptoms of shell shock, as well as the sympathy that such a

casualty could receive, they eagerly embraced it as a "functional disorder.,,6s such

'functional disorders' could be used by soldiers to avoid service and return home.

Although there was a division within the medical community over the

undelstanding of shell shock, the plominent perception was that it was a disciplinary

issue: "Common sense urged the view that shell shock was not some new and mysterious

disease nor was it a legitimate wound."66 Furthermore, captain T. H. Ames of the

Canadian Army Medical Corps pointed out that shell shock clid not occur "in soldiers

who have severe wounds or severe olganic disease, nol in the prisonel of war."67 The

ut lbid., 3lo.
6t lbid.
6aLeed, 166.
65 lbíct., 166-161.
66 Brown, 3 15.
67 rbict.,3l5.
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Official History of the Canadian Forces in the Grectt Wctr, 1914-19: The Medical

Services, wt'itten by a medical officer during the war and professor at McGill University,

depicted the perception of shell shock by the militaly medical community during the war:

"Hysteria is the most epidemical of all diseases and too obvious special facilities for

treatment encouraged its development. 'Shell-shock' is a manifestation of childishness

and femininity. Against such there is no remedy."68 Macphail implicitly arguecl that the

cause of shell shock was a lack of discipline, r'esulting in a lack of courage and manliness,

encouraged by leniency through medical treatment.

Even if the condition was recognized as legitimate, the treatment remained

disciplinary, with a perception that punishment would force the suffeler to regain control

over his weakened 'constitution.'6n Sh"ll shock was understood as a disciplinary matter,

not a medical one. Coufts martial were premised on the maintenance of discipline and

obedience, and thus "dramatized the clash between the minolity of compassionate

temporary RAMC (Royal Army Medical Corps) doctors who saw shell-shocked soldiers

as psychiatric casualties, and the Army autholities, which patrolled the morale of the

fighting men and maintained strict discipline."T0 The Army had clearly established

designations for soldiers regarding health: sick, well, wounded or mad.7l "Anyone neither

sick, wounded, nor mad but nonetheless unwilling to or incapable of fighting was

necessalily a cowaLd, to be shot if necessary.,'72

o8 Si. Andre* Macphail, Official Histor¡t of the Canadian Forces in the Great War, l9l4_19; Ttte
Medical Services (Ouawa: F.A. Acland, IgZ5),2j9.

6e Leed, ii3.
70 Petel' Leese, Sltell Shock: Trauntatic Netu'osis cmd the British SoLcliers of the First World War

(New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2002), 41.
7r Ben Shepard, A War of Nerves; Sokliers and Psycltiatrists in the Twentietlt Centur¡t

(Cambridge: Harvard University Pr-ess, 2001), 25.'72,,., ^-IDm..l).
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This overlap between the medical and legal systems, and the "varied responses,

fi'om medical therapy to military punishment," T3 complicated the understanding and

acceptance of shell shock as a legitimate psychological injury. From a legal perspective,

shell shock could not be used as a valid defence if there was no official medical

recognition of it as an illness. Of those executed for cowardice and clesertion, none were

cases of 'hysteria' nol did they display more acute physical symptoms such as paralysis,

blindness ol deafness; these would have been handled by the medical author-ities. Those

that wele handled by the legal authorities were the ones who, arguably, would have

exhibited more subtle symptoms such as anxiety and fear. As a lesult of the legal and

medical understandings of the time, they were not medically unfit nor. were they suffe'ing

from any type of physical or psychological wound. Alguments presented by historians

that these men should have been examined by doctors are moot because of the medical

perception of shell shock as a disciptinary issue: "shell shock was simply a euphemism

for cowardice."14

t'Chris Feudtner, "Minds the Dead Have Ravishecl: Shell Shock, Histor.y, and the Ecology of
Disease-Systems," History of Science 3l (1993):377.

7a Brown, 317.
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l,,egal Status of CEF

In I9I4' over 32,000 Canadian men enlisted in the militaly and left for Europe as

the first contingent of the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF). The CEF fell under the

jurÌsdiction of Blitish legislation, applied by Blitish authorities. Although there was a

legislative precedence for British authority, the actions of the Militia and Defence

Minister, Sam Hughes, attracted the attention of the Canadian government and led to an

effort to remove him from his position and establish greatel administrative control over

the CEF. The reality of British autholity changed in 1916 when prime Minister Robert

Bolden created the Ministry of Overseas Military Forces of Canada in older to establish

administrative and ministerial control over the CEF, as well as to r.emove Sam Hughes

from his position. The creation of the new ministry also resulted in clarification of the

independent legal status of the CEF as a Canadian rather than an Imperial force.

The British legislative authority ovel the Canadian military dates back to the

British North America Act, 1867 and the Militia Act, 1904.7s The British North America

Act stated that command of the Canadian militia rested in the eueen.76 The aspect of

command was complemented by the aspect of legal jurisdiction, which the Mititia Act

addressed by specifying that the British Arnty Act,77 the British legislation governing the

British military, applied to any Canadian folce with the same effect, as if it had been

passed by the Canadian Palliament.Ts Finally, the Mititia Act alsoaddr.essed the issue of

TsPatrickBouvier, 
Déserteursetlnsountis;LesCanctdiettsFrattçaisetlaJusticeMiLitait-e(lgl4-

,1918) (Quebec: Athéna Editions, 2003ì.3j .
76 "The Commander-in-Chief of the Land and Naval Militia, and of all Naval and Military For.ces,

of and in Canada, is hereby declaled to continue and be vested in the eueen." United Kingdom, British
North Antericcut Act, 1867, 30-3 I Vicr., c. 3, sec. 15.tt United Kingdom, At nt¡, 1.ç¡, lgl4, 44 & 45 Vict., c. 5g.

'" "The Almy Act for the tirne being in fbrce in the United Kingdom, the l{ing's Regulations, and
all other laws applicable to His Majesty's troops in Canada and not incoìsistent with this Act or the
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command by stipulating that, when any Canadian force served conjointly with the British

Regular forces in times of war, the Canadian force may be placed under the command of

a seniol British officer'.7e These three sections created a legislative plecedence for British

authority over the CEF during the Gleat War in every aspect, including command and

administration. British authority was not questioned by the Canadian government in

1914, when it was understood that the CEF would be "impelial and form part of H.M.

legular fofces."8o

The Canadian government had discussed the issue of British autholity over the

military prior to 1914. During a conference at the War Office in 1908, Frederick Borden,

the Minister of Militia and Defence, plesented a memorandum questioning whether the

command and discipline of the Canadian military could be the responsibility of the

Canadian government; the British government postponed any amendment, which lesulted

in no further discussion of the issue due to Borden's electolal loss in i9l 1.81 However,

his attempt to increase Canadian control of its military would not end in 1911. In 1911,

due to Borden's efforts while in office, Colonel Henry Smith, a friend and associate who

possessed some legal knowledge, was appointed as Canada's first Judge Advocate

General (JAG).82 The JAG was appointed by the Departmenr of Militia and Defence and

was t'esponsible for ovelseeing the administration of military law, as well as providing

advice regarding legal mattels affecting the cEF; regardless of this Canadian

regulations made thereunder, shall have force ancl eflect as il they had been enacted by the parliament of
Canada fo^r Lhe government of'the Militia [...]" Canada , Militia Act, 1904,4 Edw. yIi, c.23, sec. J4.'' "In tirne of waL, when the Militia is called out for active service to serve conjointly with His
Ma.jesty's Regulat Fot'ces, His Majesty rnay place in commancl thereof a senior General OITóel. of His
Regular Arnry." Ibid., sec.72.

80 Robelt Dennistoun, "Canaclian Military Law Oversea s," Cctnaclct Law Journal 56 (1920): 42.t' Ch.ir Madsen, Another Kincl of Justice: Canaclian Militar¡, Latv fi.om Confederation. to Sontalict
(Vancouver: UBC Press., 1999),40.

82 Ibid.,4t.
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appointment, the British example remained predominant.s3 Also, with the arrival of Sam

Hughes as the new Minister of Militia, education in military law greatly increased in the

Canadian military due to his efforts to implove the militia; however, he was not

concerned with the legal administration of the CEF once the war began.sa Because the

CEF was considered as having the status of Blitish regular troops, the authority for legal

administration would reside with the Blitish military authorities. The implication of the

CEF being considered as anything but Canadian made many Canadian officials uneasy,

desiring more authority over Canadian governance. Regardless of that unease, neither

Prime Minister Robert Bolden nol the British authorities could devise an effective,

alternative system to replace the one which was being applied.s5 The confusion created

by Sam Hughes did not ameliorate the situation. Amidst the chaos of mobilization,

recruitment, equipment and management, the legal status of the CEF, its administration

and discipline received little attention.86

Regardless of the confusion and problems created by sam Hughes, prime

Minister Bolden was leluctant to dismiss the Minister of Militia.sT Borden's reluctance

was largely attributed to a sense of loyalty to Hughes, due to his sr-rppor.t of Borden

duling his opposition years;88 however, Borden himself made no such admission.se He

did admit that Hughes was difficult to control and mentioned sever-al incidences which

83 Ibict.,30.
8t lbict.,43.
8s Desmond Morton, A Mititary Histor¡t of Cunatla; Front. Chantplctin to Kosovo (Toronto: M&S,

1999), 145-146.
s6 Ronalcl Haycock, Scnt Hughes; The PubLic Career of a Controversial Canaclian, lBB5-19 6

(Ottawa: Canada 'War Museum, I986), and Robelt Stewart, "The Obsession of Sarn Hughes,', Beaver g3,
no.5 (october' 2003): 14. MasterFILE Elite, EBSCoåos¡ (accessed July 27 ,2007).87 Robert Borden, Robert Lctirc! Borclett: His MenrciLs, ed. Henly Bolden (Toronto: The Macmillan
Cornpany of Canada lrd., 1938), 556-57t.

88 Donalcl M. A. R. Vince, "Developrnent in the Legal Status ol the Canadian Military Forces,
1914-19, as Related to Dominio¡r Status" The Canadian Jow'nal of Econontics ancl poLitical Science 20, no.
5 (1954):358.

8e 
See Borclen.
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required him to replimand Hughes.e0 He also expressed a sense of hesitation in

appointing Hughes as his Militia Ministel due to his "erratic temperament, and his

immense vanity 1...1 his past vagaries, his lack of tact and his foolish actions and words

on many occasions."el Bolden decided to appoint Hughes as his minister after discussing

the matter with him, after which Hr-rghes admitted to his problems and asserted he would

be more discreet; as Borden recalled, "discretion did not there-after prove to be a

prominent chalactelis tic."e2 Borden described Hughes as being veïy emotional, breaking

down when confronted regarding his behaviolrr,e3 as well as being prone to using

'violent' language'ea Hughes' 1916 announcement of the creation of an "Acting Overseas

Sub-Militia Council," which had not been approved by the Prime Minister or parliament,

surpassed Borden's level of tolerance and patience.e5 Borden asserted that "it had become

essential to curtail the activities of Hughes"e6 and notified him of the creation of a new

Ministry. Hughes responded with what Borden described as an "impertinent letteL,,which

could not be overlooked, resulting in Borden's demand fol Hughes' resignation.eT On 9

November 1916, Borden dismissed Hughes and created the Ministry of Overseas Military

Folces of Canada, with George Pelley, the acting Canadian High Commissioner in

London, as minister.e8

The task of organizing and asserting Canadian administrative control over the

CEF proved to be difficult; Perley later admitted he would not have accepted the position

eo Ibict.
et Ibicl.,33o.
e2 Ibid.
ot Ibirt.,463.
" Ibirt.,462.
e5 Robert Claig Brown , Robert Laird Borden: A Biography, vol. Z(Toronto; Macmillan of

Canada, 1980),57.
eó Borden, 567.
e' Ib¡ct., s6g.
et lbirt.,5l.
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had he realised its daunting nature.ee Every department needed to be reorg anized,

beginning with the medical selvice. Due to a divisive report commissioned by Hughes

condemning the permanent force officers who created the Canadian medical system in

England and ovelseas, as well as implications of gross incompetence, Perley was faced

with an outraged medical corps.t00 His solution was to disavow the report and place a

conscientious officer as administrator, which proved to be an effective policy, one Perley

would use successfully.l0l Next he reorganized the array of camps to improve efficiency

and coerced the surplus officers in the camps to serve at a lower tank.l02 Finally, on 9

June 1917, Arthur Currie, a Canadian officer, became the first Canadian Commander of

the Canadian Expeditionary Force. 103

In 1918, following the armistice, the Ministry of Overseas Military Forces of

Canada submitted its report to the Canadian Parliament regarding its activities in 1918

specifically, but with mention of the changes in administration since creation of the

ministry in 1916. By 1918, the ministry had been organized into a system allowing for

careful administration of the CEF: the Minister had a rnilitary staff which consisted of the

heads of the various branches and departments of the Canadian military folces.l0o The

ministry also created an Overseas Military Council, autholised by an Older-in-Council in

April 1918, which allowed for closer co-operation of the diffelent departments within the

ministry; it consisted of the Minister as Chairman, the Deputy Minister as Vice-

Chairman, and leading officers in the Canadian overseas folces as members and associate

ne-Morton, 
A Mititar¡, History of Ccmada, 147 .

r00 Desmond Morton, A Peculiar Kind of Politics: Canaclct's Overseas Ministry in the First Worlcl
I4lar (Toronto: University of Toronro Press., 1982), 104.
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members.lOs Another important change which allowed fol imploved management of the

CEF was the establishment of the Canadian section within the Blitish Headquarters in

Flance.l06 This section, consisting of a General Officer in charge and his staff, was tasked

with responsibility to replesent the minister and the General Headquarters, as well as

ensuring proper communication between the Canadian departments in the field and the

Ministry. Also, the repofi confirmed that the fifty-seven Infantry Reserve Battalions they

had inherited from the previous military administration under Hughes had been reduced

to fifteen, while the Headquarters staff had been reduced by half, with both changes

allowing for improved organization.l0T However, the repolt conceded that active

operations within the field remained under the administration of the British.l0s

With regalds to discipline and military law, the CEF and the Ministry retained the

British Army Act and its regulations as a matter of convenience.tOe No other mention was

made in the report regarding legal administlation of the CEF or the courts martial system.

Howevet, on 19 July 1917, a prominent Winnipeg lawyer, Lieutenant Colonel Robert

Dennistoun, became the deputy judge advocate (DJAG) in London."0In 1920,

Dennistoun published an article in the Canada Law Jountal which described the

developmental history of canadian military law during the Great war.l" whil"

Dennistoun was the DJAG, the matter of the independent legal status of the CEF was

acldressed and confirmed.

tos lbid., xü.
to6 lbicl.
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loe lbict.,3i.
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The conception of the CEF as an imperial force arose from the Manual of Mititary

Lctw, the British legal refelence. However, Dennistoun argued that the 1914 interpretation

was incorrect, as was the assumption that the CEF was an imperial folce. On page I94 of

the manual, attention was specifically paid to colonial folces which included dominion

forces, of which there were two classes: forces raised by the Government of the colony

and forces raised in a colony by direct order of the crown.l't The CEF was understood as

falling under the first câtegory, which meant that it would then fall under the jurisdiction

of the Army Act only so fat as the colonial law did not provide for administration or

discipline of the forces. Due to the mobilization of the CEF through an Order--in-Council,

the assembled force was not Imperial or a British regular force as described in the

manual; it was a specially formed folce of the Canadian militia.l'' Th" CEF also did not

meet the criteria by which "regular forces" or "His Majesty's regular forces,, were

described. Due to section 74 of the Militia Act, which pr.ovided for the legal

administration of the CEF, combined with section 177 of the Army Act, whichenabled

Canada to apply their own law to overseas Canadian forces, the Canadian authorities had

the power to aclminister and manage the discipline of the CEF.l'4 However, they chose to

allow the British authorities to control that aspect of the CEF as a mattel of

convenience."s The legal status of the CEF was clarified and established as Canadian

rathel than Imperial, even though the British disciplinary system was retained.

The administration of the CEF was greatly hamperecl by Sam Hughes during the

early stages of the First World War. Hughes proved to be incapable of effectively

tl: United Kingdorn, War Olfice, Mctnuctl o.f Mititar¡, Law (London: HMSO, 1914), lg4.ll3 Dennistoun, 43.
ttt Ibirt.,44.
'ls Ministry of Ovel'seas Militaly Forces of Canacla, 37.
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organising or administeling the Canadian contribution to the war, and his rude and

ovelbearing demeanour resulted in his dismissal by Robelt Borden in 1916. To replace

Hughes, Borden created a new ministry, responsible solely fol the administration of the

CEF' With Hr-rghes no longer creating confusion, the administration of the CEF became

more organized and efficient. Also following the dismissal of Hughes, the legal status of

the CEF was recognized as being separate from the British forces. The Great War

lesulted in greater Canadian organizational and legal administration over its own military

folces.
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Theorv of Militarv [_,aw

Militaly law during the Great War has been described as barbaric and arbitrary,

based on the use of capital punishment and what has been per.ceived as an unregulated

coufis martial system' Howevet, this perception fails to consider several factors,

including the fact that capital punishment was an accepted for-m of punishment in civil as

well as military law' Perhaps more significant, due to lack of attention, was the factor.of

theoly in shaping military law. Military law was not an abstract, arbitrarily constructed

legal code focused on brutality and executions; rather, it was a legal system established in

order to ensure obedience and discipline within a large group of highly armed and trained

men' The function of military law, like that of civil law, was to enslìre order. Thus, there

were certain aspects of military law during the Great War which remained obscure fi.om

historical knowledge. The historical understanding of law, palticularly cr.iminal law and

the concept of deterrence, demonstraies the significant similarities between military and

civil law. The early writings of vegetius, Jomini and Machiavelli, among others,

demonstrated that the primary focus of military law, in order to maintain ordeL, was

punishment and detelrence. The primary difference between military and civil law

clarjfied why, both historically as well as in the present, a distinction was evident and

necessary between civil and military law.

One fundamental concept of climinal law was that a crime affected society as a

whole'll6 Therefol'e, as Max Webel arguecl, "the primary plnpose of law is to regulate the

flow of human intelaction."llT The oldest of the jr-rstice philosophies used in the twentieth

I16 Frank Schmalleger', David MaCalister, Paul F. Mckenna, Canadian Crintittal Justice Toclay, 2,ded. (Tolonto: Presron Hall, 2004), 7 0.

"7 lbid.,66.
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and twenty-first centuries is deteuence. Deterrence has been fundamental to the Canadian

justice system throughout history, with strong convictions that punishments served as

"the wages of a sin and as a deterrent."lls Although this attitude began to shift following

Confederation (1867) with a desire to reform the penal system and allow greater focus on

reform of the criminal, "that philosophy was honoured more in the breach than in the

obselvance. While paying lip service to the concept of reform, many, both inside and

outside the system, looked upon incarceration as serving primarily the dual purposes of

punishment and deterrence."lle Deterrence as a philosophy had its roots in eighteenth

century Europe, particularly in the works of Italian reformer Cesare Beccaria.l20

Beccaria illustrated the concept of the social contract in his work On Crimes and

Prmishment.t2l

Laws are the conditions under which independent and
isolated men unite to form a society. Weary of living in a
continual state of war and of enjoying a libelty rendered
useless by the uncertainty of preserving it, they sacrificed a
part so that they might enjoy the rest of it in peace and
safety. ... The sum of all these portions of liberty sacrificed
by each for his own good constitutes the soveleignty of a
nation, and their legitimate depository and administrator is
the sovereign. But merely to have established this deposit
was not enough; it had to be defended against private
usurpations by individuals each of whom always tries not
only to withdraw his own share but also to usurp for.
himself that of othels. Some tangible motives had to be
introduced, thelefore, to plevent the despotic spir-it, which
is in every man, from plunging the laws of society into its
original chaos. These tangible motives are the punishments
established against infractors of the \aw.t22

"t D. Owen Carrigan, Crinte cutd Punishnt.ent in Canada, A History (Toronto: M&S, 1994), 324.
"e Ibicl.,3gB.
'to Colin Coff , Crinùnal JLtstice in Canacla, thil'd edition (Scarborough, Ontario: Nelson, 2004),

63.

'tr Cesare Beccaria, On Crintes ancl Punishntenf, tlanslated by Henry Paolucci (Inclianapolis:
Educational Publishing. I 963).

'22 lbid.,ll-r2.
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As Beccaria implied, law existed in order to ensure order, through the use of punishments

which deter people from committing crimes. There were two types of deterrence applied

in the use of punishments: specific deterlence and general deterrence.l23 Specific

deterrence is the effect of a punishment on a person who has committed a crime; general

deterrence is the effect that the punishment of crime has on society in general. This was

implicit in Beccaria's construction of the social contract and the use of punishments.

However, as Beccaria noted, the punishment must not be excessive and only severe

enough to protect the "deposit of public security."124

Although Beccaria was opposed to the use of capital punishment, he did

recognize specific instances in which it was necessary:

There are only two possible motives for believing that the
death of acitizen is necessary. The first: when it is evident
that even if deplived of libelty he still has connections and
power such as endanger the secur.ity of the nation - when,
that is, his existence can produce a dangerous revolution in
the established form of government. The death of a citizen
thus becomes necessary when a nation is recoveting or
losing its libel'ty or, in time of anarchy, when disorders
themselves take the place of laws. ... I see no necessity for
destroying a citizen, except if his death wete the only real
way of restraining othels from committing crimes; this is
the second motive for believing that the death penalty may
be just and necessary.l2s

Beccaria illustrated and justified the significance of capital punishment in deterrence.

That concept, and Beccaria's justification of capital punishments as deterrence, was

leflected in the construction of military law. Beccaria pointed out two instances in which

capital punishment was necessaly: when the life of a citizen endangeled the security of

the nation and when the execution of a citizen was the only real detelrence fol a crime.

''3 Goff, 63.
llj ö̂eccafla. l -J
ttt lbirt.,46.
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Desertion and cowardice were crimes perceived as necessitating the death penalty

in order to ensure ordel within the military. If soldiers thought that fleeing combat would

secure their safety from death, then there would be less inducement among soldiers to

continue fighting. As a result, the death penalty was seen as a necessary punishment.

HoweveL, it was not consistently applied to all those charged and convicted of crimes, or

of those sentenced to death. The significance for this argr,rably albitr-ary use of capital

punishment by courts martial was in its perceived effect as a deterrent; not all those

convicted of desertion needed to be executed in order to demonstrate that the risk of

execution was real. If the risk of execution was perceived by soldiels to be non-existent,

then there would be no deterrent effect for the punishment.

The concepts of deteruence and discipline are fundamental to the functioning of

any military force: "The plinciple object of military law is to enforce discipline, and

military law in its punitive and exemplary aspects is only called into play when discipline

has broken down."l26 This concept can be traced back to the Roman military philosopher

Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus. His work, Epitome of Military Science, was the most

popular Latin technical work fi'om antiquity throughout the Middle Ages, continuing to

leceive praise duling the Renaissance, and has remained a highly respected work in

militaly theory, comparable with Sun Tsu's The Art of War.t27 Vegetius, recognizing the

significance of discipline in an army, argued that idleness was a significant factor- causing

disciplinary problems.l2s In order to prevent this, troops should be constantly training and

held to the stdctest discipline: "soldiers who have been so trained and exercised at their

126 Bl'ooke Claxton, Notes on MiLitctr¡, Law and Discipline for Ccundian. Soldiers (Montreal:
coTC, 1940),42.

I27 Vegetius, Epitonrc of Military Sciettce, translated by N. P. Milner (Liverpool: Liverpool
Univcrsity Press, 1993), xiii.

'28 lbicl.,6'1.
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base [...] when they come together for a campaign from the various units inevitably

prefer warfare to leisure in the rivalry of valour. No one thinks of mutiny when he carries

confidence in his skill and strength."l2e Vegetius argued that strong discipline and good

training was more praiseworthy than severe punishment.l30 If significant disciplinary

problems did occur, exemplary punishments were required "so that fear extends to all,

but punishment to few."l3l Henri Jomini, "the native of Switzerland who soldiered in the

Grande Almee and later became a full general in the Imperial Army of the Russian Czar,

is rightfully entitled to a place on the levet with the foremost makers of military thought,'

conculred with Vegetius on the significance of discipline.r32 He equated good discipline

and training with military spirit:

By inuring armies to labour and fatigue, by keeping them
fi'om stagnating in garrison in times of peace, by
inculcating their super.ior.ity over their enemies (without
depreciating the latter too much), by inspiring a love for
great exploits - in a woLd, by exciting their enthusiasm by
every means in harmony with their tone of mind, by
honouring courage, punishing weakness, and disgracing
cowardice - we may expect to maintain a high military
spirit. 133 J L

This focus on the maintenance of discipline as the primary pllrpose for military

law was recognized and further reinforced by Machiavelli.l3a He argued that the

reputation of the Genelal was a significant contlibutol to the maintenance of discipline:

But what most commonly keeps an army united, is the
reputation ofthe general, that is, ofhis courage and good
concluct; without these, neither high birth nol'any sort of

tze Ibict.,6g.
t3o lbid.,69.
'3' Ibid.,69.
r32,,'-- Henn Jomini, Jontini and his Suntnrctrl, of the Art of War, edited by General J. D. Hittle

(Harrisburg, PA: Telcgraph Press, 1958). l.
'33 Ibitl.,65.
r3a Niccolo Machiavelli, The Art of War, intloduction by Neal Wood, translared by Ellis

Farneworth (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company Inc., 1965).
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allthority is sufficient. Now the chief thing incumbent upon
a general in order to maintain his reputation is to pay *"tt
and pr-rnish soundly. l3s

Machiavelli elaborated further, stating that "few men are brave by nature, but good

discipline and experience make them so. ... Goocl ordel and discipline in an army are

more to be depended upon than ferocity. ... While your men are in qLlarters, you must

keep them in good order by fear and punishment."l36 This concept of the significance of

submission and exemplary punishment was, according to military philosopher.Marshal

Marmont, paramount to an army, for without severe and exemplary punishment ,,all

bands would be broken, and the military edifice, which is based upon respect and

submission alone, would crumble to pieces without the sustaining pillar.,,r37

There were many British military philosophers who also recognised the

significance of deterlence in ensuling discipline. Alexander Bruce, writing in 17l7 ,

argued that "It is an imefrugable [sic] truth, and attested by the experience of the ages,

that exact and implicit obedience to the military laws and instruction is the surest means

to keep an army in any tolelable otder, and render it finally victorious."l3s Furthermore,

in ordel for the punishment of a crime to be effective, it had to occur at the location of the

crime in order to instil fear into othels.l3e ln 1805, the Deputy Judge Advocate to His

Majesty's troops serving in North America, S. Payne Adye, wlote A Treatise on Courts

t3s lbict., l'14.
t36 lbid,174.
r37 Marshal Marmont, Duke o1 Ragusa, The Spit.it of Militarl, Institutions,h.anslated by Frank
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MartiaL; AIso an Esscty on Military Punishments and Rewarcls.ta0 Stating that ,.military

discipline is so essential to an army, and punishments so necessary to discipline,,,l4l Adye

specifically addressed the general concept of deteruence:

Criminals, says plato, are not punished because they have
offended, for what is done cannot be undone, but that for
the future criminals themselves, and such as see their
punishment, may take warning and learn to shun the
allurements of vice. ... It is the end then of penal laws, to
deter, not to punish.la2

In apparent foresight to criticism of military law, Adye claimed "And lastly, with respect

to the use of example, nothing in general can be more prevalent; yet we find that this is

often insufficient: howeveL, it is the best apology that can be made for legislatures who

inflict what otherwise might be deemed cruel and inhumane punishmen¡r.',143

The focus on training, submission and deterrence as fundamental to discipline

became more complex when considered within the context of Canada, as well as Britain,

during the Gleat'War. Canada, founded on Blitish tradition, did not look highly r-rpon the

regular forces and its regular army was very small. As such, the Canadian Expeditionary

Force was composed largely of the militia and fi'esh volunteers. Military theory implies

that soldiels are not made overnight; therefore the application of these theories in

assessing military law during the war becomes more complicated. The First Wor.ld War

was the first major industrialized war which required mobilization of entire states, both

theil populations and industries, as well as being global in scope. As far as the application

of military law is concerned, this type of warfare was ploblematic. Because the armies,

''0 S. Payne Adye, A Treatise on Courts Martial; Also an Essal, 6 MiLitary punishntents ancl
Retards (Irondon; T. Maiden, l B05).
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pafiicularly those of Canada and Blitain, were composed largely of citizen-soldiers who

had been hastily trained and thrown into combat, the discipline and submission to

authority which theory dictates as necessary would not have been properly inculcated

within the troops. Therefore, as Vegetius realised centuries before, this would require a

gleater reliance on deterrence in order to establish control. The technology of the war

proved to be another significant issue which complicates military theory. The military

philosophers who constructed military theory never anticipated a war as grand and

devastating as the Great War; and the theories constructed do not reflect the

industrialisation of death thloughout the war. However, disciplinary problems could have

been foreseen.

As theory implies, discipline and submission are induced into a soldier over time.

Howevet, with the First World War, armies faced new variables which affected discipline

and the application of military law. The brief training of troops was a significant factor,

but fails to explain why professional soldiers would break down during or aftel combat.

The most significant factor affecting this bleakdown was time; the dulation of the stress

under which soldiels were placed far exceeded the relatively short campaigns which were

traditional priol to the twentieth century. Thus, many soldiels proved unable to withstand

the pressure of combat, causing general disciplinary problems. The psychological aspect

of both of these factors was not recognised by the military and medical authorities of the

tirne, which resulted in a reliance on the only factol which was lecognised: detelrence.

Although both civil criminal law and military law wele strongly plemised on

deterrence, it was the primacy of discipline in military law that set it apart: "In order to

maintain ploper discipline in the arrìy, it has been found necessary to confel special
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powers on the military authorities, to enable them to deal with offences which it would be

either dangerous or impossible to leave to the civil power."l44 There were vastly different

social relationships within military society which were alien to civilian society. Although

there was a level of submission on the part of the labourer on the factory floor, that

labourer was not expected to risk his or her life at the command of the employer. The

labourer's failure to complete their job would not have lepercussions on their comrades.

In the end, the labourer's decision to stay or leave wolk was an economic decision which

usually favouled continued income.

The soldiel was, and remains, an entilely diffelent creatule. One soldier could be

the cause of victory or defeat in a battle; one soldier could instil fear and panic among his

comlades, which could be disastrous; one soldier could spread insubordination, mutiny or'

the will to run away among comlades. The intricate and dependant relationships in an

army were such that in combat, everyone depends on everyone to do their best.

"Discipline facilitates teamwork and co-operation, and it promotes self-control and

individual initiative just as much as it instils a prompt obedience to orders. Discipline is

the keystone of military organization."l45 Military theory and militaly law developed over

the centuries with a focus on establishing ordel, discipline and obedience within armies in

an effolt to ensure victory in combat. Analyses of military law must take this into account

in oldel to give justice to the subject matter, as well as to allow for objective assessment.

rlrLieut.-Colonel 
Sisson C. Pratt, Militør1, Lctyv: IÍs Proceclure ancl Prctctice (London: Kegan Paul,

Tlench, Trubner' & Co., LTD., 1910), 1.
r15 Claxton, 42.



{-,egislation and Frocedures fon Courts Martial

Prior to the 1950 National Defence Act, Canada had no legislation governing the

legal administration of its military. The Canadian military was governed by the British

Army Act,t46 originally enacted in 1881. In 19 14, the British Wal Office published its

Matrual of Military Law, providing a concise guide describing and explaining military

1aw to those govelned by it, as well as fol those responsible for administeling it. It

contained three sections: the first consisted of commentary on various aspects of the

Army Act as well as other legislation concelning the armed forces, both British and

colonial; the second provided flrll text for the Army Act, including explanatory notes; and

the final section contained various regulations which concerned or were of intelest to the

armed forces. Originally published in 1884, it underwent four revisions prior to the l9I4

edition, as well as further revisions following the First Wolld War.

The Army Act had six parts, of which the first addressed discipline and the

fourth offered general provisions, including supplemental sections fol coults martial,

jurisdiction and rules of evidence. These described the framework and application of

military criminal law for any court martial case, as the basis fol clitically analysing actual

cases, However, such a project quickly becomes ploblematic because there wele four

different types of courts martial available unclel the Bdtish Army Act to try someone

accused of a clime: regimental coul'ts maltial, district courts martial, general coltrts

martial, and field general courts martial. Furthermore, fol minor offences, an officer'

could summarily discipline a soldier without the use of a formal court martial. Due to this

ad hoc aspect of military law, the task of developing a theoletical framework becomes

r'6 United Kingdom, Artn¡, ,!ç¡, 1914,44 & 45 Vict., c. 58.
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two-fold: one must first establish the framework for each of the four types of courts

available, including that of summary proceedings, and then establish similarities and

diffelences between their applications. Furthermore, issues surrounding evidence and the

rights of the accused must be examined against the theoretical framework presented, to

allow depth to any critical analysis of a specific case. Finally, due to the significance of

field general courts martial in the First Wolld War, this will be given special attention.

Analyses of crimes and punishments, the proceclules for arrest and

investigation, and the rules of evidence specified in the legislation, are essential to

understanding the differences among each court mârtial. Types of climes were arranged

according to the severity of each regarding military service, from the most severe crimes

listed first to the least listed last. There were a total of fourteen categories of crimes listed

in the Anny Act:tai (1) offences in respect of military service; (2) mutiny and

insuboldination; (3) desertion, fraudulent enlistment, and absence without leave; (4)

disgraceful conduct; (5) dlunkenness; (6) offences in relation to persons in custody; (7)

offences in relation to ploperty; (8) offences in relation to false documents and

statements; (9) offences in relations to coults martial; (10) offences in relation to

billeting; (11) offences in relation to impressment of carriages; (12)offences in relation to

enlistment; (13) miscellaneous military offences; and (14) offences punishable by

ordinary civil law. Each category was subdivided into a total of thirty-eight sections, each

listing nllmeroLls different crimes. The organization of the categories was based on types

of offences, whereas the olganization of subsequent sections was based on sevedty of the

punishment available upon conviction.

t" Ibirl., s.4-43.
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A guilty conviction thlough a court martial resulted in one of numerous possible

punishments listed in the legislation, of which there were two categories: one for officers

and one for soldiers. An officer could be sentenced to: death; penal selvitude for a term

not less than three years; imprisonment, with or without hard labour, for a term not

exceeding two years; cashiering; dismissal from the armed forces; forfeiture of seniority

of lank; severe reprimand, ol reprimand.l4s A soldiel could be sentenced to: death; penal

servitude for a term not less than three years; imprisonment, with or without hard labour,

fol a term not exceeding two years; detention for a term not exceeding two years;

discharge with ignominy from the armed forces; forfeiture of seniority of rank;

forfeitut'es, fines or stoppages.lae In addition to these punishments, a soldier could also be

sentenced to field punishments,ls0 which ranked next below detention: field punishment

no. 1 and field punishment no. 2. In cases of field punishments, either a coufi martial or a

commanding officer could sentence a soldier found guilty of a crime, the diffelence being

thar. a sentence imposed by a court martial could not exceed three months and a sentence

imposed by a commanding officer could not exceed twenty-eight days. Field punishment

no. I kept the convicted in irons, attached to an object for two hours per day, for no more

than three out of four consecutive days and no more than twenty-one days total. Field

punishment no.2 was identical, save for an exemption from being attached to an object.

Specified within the legislation was a maximum punishment allowable for each

clime. Certain climes were punished more sevelely if committed on active service than

othelwise. However, the court presiding over a trial was free to sentence a person found

'u8 lbicl., s.44.
"e lbid.
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guilty of a specific clime to any punishment consideled less severe than that specified in

the Army Act.

The Army Act ptovrded legislated procedules to be followed in respect to the

arrest of a soldier.'t' All procedures specified within the Anny Act werc framed clearly

and concisely, with any possible circumstances accounted for and elaborated. With

legards to alrest of an officer or soldier who was not on active service, custody for more

than eight days without trial requir'ed the commanding officer to file a special report

detailing the necessity for further delay. This ensured that a person charged with a crime

would receive a speedy trial and not be kept in custody for an extended period of time

without a specified reason. However, this subsection made no mention of such

procedules for officers or soldiers on active service.

Military custody was specifically defined as arrest or confinement. Only celtain

people, holding certain ranks could place others into custody, and the power to do so

depended on the rank of the person being placed into custody. An officel had the power'

to place someone of inferior rank into cnstody, as well as an officer of higher rank

engaged in some sort of disorder'. A non-commissioned officer had the power to place

any soldiel into custody. Bttt, a non-commissioned officer did not have the power to

place any superiol officer into custody, even if that officer was involved in some sort of

disolder. The pelson placing another into cnstody was required to submit a signed,

wrjtten account of the offence to the person responsible fol holding those charged with a

crjme within twenty-foul hours. With regards to the holding of those charged with a

crime, the officer or non-commissioned officer lesponsible for holding people could not

tst 
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refuse to accept into custody any person charged. Finally, there could be no delay in the

investigation of any offence.

The commentary in the Manual of Military Law elaborated on legislation

governing procedures fol arrest using the King's Regulatiorzs, a supplement to the Army

Act;1s2 it distingr,rished officers from non-commissioned officers and soldiers. The arrest

of an officer was usually preceded by an investigation, after which the officer would be

placed nnder open or close arrest. The distinction between the two forms of auest was

based on the level of restrictions. Under close arrest, an officer could not leave his

quarters except for supelvised exercise. Conversely, while under open arrest an officer'

could exelcise at stated periods within a certain boundary; however, he could not appear

out of uniform, at the mess or other places of amusement, or wear a sash, sword, belt or

spLtrs. Finally, an officel had the right to be notified of the nature of his an'est in writing.

Procedures for the arrest of non-commissioned officers were the same; but one section

stated that an officer undel arrest had no right to demand a court martial.

There were different procedures for soldiers placed under arrest;ls3 they were

confinecl undel guard unless the charge was minor, in which case the soldier would be

placed undel open arrest. However, if that minor charge was pending, then the soldier

would not be placed in custody and would pelform his duties as normal, save for being

detailed fol duty. A soldier placed in custody where accommodations for confinement

were unavailable could be held in a civilian prison or local lock up for no more than

seven days. Furthermore, a soldier under close arrest could not bear arms or perform

militaly duties unless ordered by the commanding officel in cases of emergency or while

t5t uKwo,25-28.
ttt lbid.
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on march. The soldier charged with a crime could be releasecl from confinement while

awaiting trial, but only at the discretion of the commanding officer. An aspect specified

for soldiers but not for officels pertained to the charge: fol a soldier it was to be a concise

summary of the offence and evidence, containing the matedal points alleged. Finally, one

significant difference between officers and soldiers was that soldiers did have the right to

elect to be tried by court martial.

The British Army Act did not provide for investigation into a clime. However, the

commentary in the Manual of Military Law did address the procedures involved in the

investigation of a charge by a commanding officer.l5a Similar to procedures fol arrest, the

procedures for investigation differed if the accused was an officel or a soldier. Officers

charged with offences did not require formal investigation but could be presented to a

court of inquiry. That was the extent of information given by the commentary regarding

investigation pertaining to charges laid against officers.

In the case of a soldier, his commanding officer was responsible for conducting an

investigation. The investigation usually took place in the molning and was lequired to be

conducted in the presence of the accused. During the investigation, which consisted of

the intelrogation of witnesses, the accused had the right to cross-examine any witnesses

and demand that they be sworn. Following the hearing of accusations, the commanding

officer could dismiss the charge if he found that no military offence had been committed.

However, if he found otherwise, the accused then had the right to make a statement and

call witnesses in his defence, as well as present othel applicable evidence. Following this,

the commanding officel could decide to dismiss the charge, deal with the chalge

sttmmarily, or present the charge and findings to a court mafiial. If choosing to deal with

'sa lbirt.,28-33.
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the case summarily, the accused had the right to have a formal court martial hearing. If a

cotut mat'tial was to proceed, then all of the evidence had to be transcribed onto paper.

The commentary stated that, if this was the case, the exact statements made by witnesses

and the accused, as well as any cross-examination, would be transcribed in the presence

of the accused, witnesses and the commanding officer. Thus, the transcription must occur

duling every investigation prior to any decision being made about the status of the

charge. This summary of evidence would then be leviewed again by the commanding

officer to determine if the charge warranted any further proceedings. Furthermore, the

commentary specified that caution needed to be taken on the part of the investigating

officel not to make judgment regarding the guilt or innocence of the accused. However,

there was no expression regarding any rights of the accused if this did not occur.

Final pleliminary procedural aspects of military law were rules of evidence as

elaborated in commentaries in the Manual of Military La*.tss There were foul rules

regarding admissibility of evidence: rule of relevancy, rule of best evidence, rule of

hearsay, and rule of opinion. The rule of relevancy specified that "Nothing shall be

admitted as evidence which does not tend immediately to prove or displove the

charge."ls6 This was vaglle and begged a question: what was relevant and what was not?

Although there was no direct answer for that question, thele were suboldinate rules

presentecl to illustrate what was relevant. To plevent plejudicial injustices, the character

of the accused could not be nsed as evidence by the prosecution; however', it cor-rld be

used by the defence only in so far as general character was considered. Evidence of

particular cases of praisewolthiness was not admissible. Although the character of the

155 Ibict.,59-84.
ts6 Ibid.. 59.
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accused could not redeem him from a charge, it could strengthen the presumption of his

innocence. If the accused did present evidence regarding his character', the plosecution

could then present evidence to rebut that which was presented. However, evidence could

not be presented to demonstrate a history of similar offences or a disposition to commit

such an offence unless it demonstrated intention, belief, knowledge, malice ot any other

state of mind pertinent to the charge. Thus, a person charged for murder could not have a

similar plior charge used to question his character, buf a prìor charge of attempted murder

against the same person was admissible to prove capacity for intent. This aspect of the

rules of evidence complicated the plocedures of courts martial; if a pelson was charged

with desertion, was a previous charge of desertion admissible as evidence of intent?

Although the simplest answer would be positive, the language used to describe the

admissibility of character refelences and prior convictions lacked clarity. In the case of

desertion, the soldier's intent determined whethel his crime was actually desertion or

absence without leave (AWOL): regardless of how long the absence, if the accused

intended to Leturn, he was guilty of AWOL. Thus, previous convictions fol desertion

could not demonstrate intent due to the possibility of diffelent motives of the accused at

different times.

The rule of best evidence specified that "The evidence ploduced must be the best

obtainable under the circumstances."l5T This was more strictly enforced with regalds to

wlitten evidence as opposed to oral evidence and was usually applied in the form of two

subordinate rules: a verbal account of the contents of a clocument could not be received in

coult if the document itself was obtainable; and a copy of a document was not admissible

if the original document could be ploduced. These were differences between primary and

lsi Ibict.
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secondary evidence. Another aspect of this rule was the distinction between direct and

indirect or circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence refelred to the statements of people

who observed the fact in question, whereas circumstantial evidence referred to the

evidence of facts from which the fact in question could be plesumed. Regarding both

direct and cilcumstantial evidence, neither was considered better than the other', resulting

in the inapplicability of the rule of best evidence.

The rule of hearsay specified that it was not evidence. Specifically "no statement

with reference to a person charged with an offence, relative to the charge, made in his

absence, can be received as evidence against him."l58 The final rule, of opinion, specified

that opinions were not evidence unless given as evidence by an expelt in the field

relevant to the defence or prosecution of the accused.

The crimes and punishments, the procedules for arrest and investigation, and the

rules of evidence plovide the backglound necessary to understanding the pl'ocesses of the

various trials. The analyses of the different types of tlials allows for the distinction

between the four types of cottLts martial, as well as to develop a fi'amework which could

be used to analyse specific coult martial cases. The Army Acr addressed the powers of

commanding officels to deal summarily with chalges.'se If the commanding officer'

decided, following an investigation, that the charge warranted ftirthel proceedings, he

was free to decide to deal with the case summarily, but only if the accused agreed. The

accused was fi'ee to choose a formal couft martial. However, if the offence was

drunkenness while not on active service, or the offender had not been warned of active

seLvice, then the commanding officer was requiled to deal with the case summarily, again

ls-B Ibicl.,68. Dying declarations were the exception.
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unless the offender decided otherwise. In the case of summary proceedings, the

commanding officer could not sentence an offender to more than twenty-eight days

detention. Furthermore, a commanding officer could sentence an offender to a maximum

of twenty-eight days of field punishment, as well as twenty-eight days folfeiture of pay.

A forfeiture of pay could be combined with one of the two other punishments. If the

sentence awarded was detention for absence without leave, the term of detention, if above

seven days, could not exceed the number of days the accused was absent. Finally, the

accused had the right to demand that the evidence presented against him be taken undel

oath.

The offender could not be tried by court martial fol an offence which had already

been dealt with summarily; nor could he be tried summarily for an offence which had

been tlied by a court martial. The legislation for summary trials made one provision for

appeals: the accused had no right to appeal the decision of the commanding officer.

Howevet, he did have the right to elect for a coufi martial instead of accepting the

commanding officer's verdict if the sentence included forfeiture of pay or any other

punishment which was not considered minor.l60 A minor punishment, as mentioned, was

one that a commanding officer had the power to impose. However, this particular section

remained unclear: if the commanding officer only had the authority to impose minor

punishments, as Section 46 specified, there should be no need for this plovision because

of the express understanding that no othel punishment could be imposed. Although this

section remained unclear, a soldier given a sentence which was not considered minor

could elect to be tried by coult martial.

'60 uKwo, 29.
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For all of these procedures, there remained no officially documented evidence

save for crimes and punishments as well as the statements of witnesses and summaries of

evidence, all documented in the trial transcripts. Thus, analyses of trial transcripts cannot

suppofi or refute any argument that these procedules were followed or not. However,

these procedures were clearly established through legislation passed by the British

parliament. There is no evidence to support that these procedules were consistently

ignored by military autholities responsible for conducting cour-ts martial trials; nor is

there any specific evidence within the 1922 parliamentary report on the twenty five

Canadian executions that these procedures wer.e not followed.

With these preliminary plocedural aspects of military criminal law covered,

including sunìmary trials, the four types of courts maltial can be addressed. The Manual

of Military Law included Rnles of Procedure, 1907t61 which discussed and described

legimental courts martial in detail. The Army Acr addressed specifics regarding the

different courts martial. Although the Rules of Procedure did, not address the other types

of courts martial, save fol field general courts martial, the procedures were similar save

fol specific differences found in the Army Act.

The Rules of Procedur¿ addlessed auest and the powers of commanding officers,

as already discussed.'6' Charges to be addressed by coufts martial wele filed on charge

sheets containing the name and descliption of the person charged (including rank, corps,

and number), as well as the charge or charges to be tried. Although several charges could

be included on a single charge sheet for each person tried in a court maftial, each charge

was required to be listed separately. Each offence was to be stated in the tet'ms of the

t6t lbirr.,566-645.
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Army Act if it was a military offence, followed by the circumstances of the offence,

refetted to as particulals. Such particulars could be used to frame the particulars of

another charge. Another aspect of the charge sheet was in respect to deductions from pay,

whele facts supported by evidence that warranted such deductions were required to be

included. Finally, a charge sheet could not be invalidated due to an error in the name or

descliption of the person. t63

Once a person had been charged, and the investigation by the commanding officer'

had been completed, the accused was pelmitted to form his own defence. In order for the

accused to prepare, he had the right to a minimum of eighteen hours from the time he was

informed of a charge, as well as to contact any witnesses, friends ol legal advisors.

Furthermole the accused was to be provided with a copy of the charge sheet as well as a

list of those officers who were to form the court (which would be explained and read to

him if he was illiterate). There were provisions made to protect these rights, in that the

coutt, if it deemed that the accused was prejudiced due to any non-compliance with these

plocedures, cottld adjouln itself. If a crime was alleged to have been committed by

several people, those accused cottld be tried together, in which case each accused had to

be informed as such. In such cases, an accused could apply to be tried separately if the

coult agreed that the evidence plesented by one or more of the others was matedal to his

clefence.l6a

Following this, the commanding officer responsible for the investigation, if not

addlessing the charge summarily, was required to apply for a coult martial to an officer.

with authority to convene one. The convening officel was requiled to convene a court

'u'Ibirl., s. 9-12.
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martial as soon as practicable, without prejudicing the right of the accused to proper'ly

prepare his defence. The convening of the court martial was also subject to the convening

officer's confidence that the charge and the evidence warranted a coult martial. The

convening officer was responsible fol appointing the officers to form the court, as well as

the president of the court martial, and for sending the president the original charge sheet

along with the summary of evidence. If the convening officer had not convened a court

martial within fifteen days of the application fol a coLu't martial within the United

Kingdom, or thirty days elsewhere, he was required to submit a report and the reasons for

this delay to the Army Council, ol to the Commander-in-Chief of the forces in India if in

India. If the full number of the court could not be organized before arraignment of the

accused, the court was required to adjouln until a full coult could be assembled, unless

the legal minimum of members were available and thele was recorded reason to proceed

without a full assembly. For an officer to qualify to serve as a membel of the court, he

was lequired to be subject to military law. Furthermore, an officer could be disqualified if

he: had convened the court; was the prosecutor ol a witness for the prosecution; had

investigated the charges or made the preliminary inqr-riries into the case; was a membel of

the court of inquily; had transcribed the summary of evidence; was the commanding

officer of the accused; or had any personal interest in the case. Finally, in order to be

eligible to be a member of a court martial, the officer was required to have held a

commission fol a minimum of one full year.165

Once the court had assembled, its first responsibility was to read the order

convening the court, as well as the names, ranks and colps of each member officer. It was

also theil responsibility to ensure that the coult was legally constituted with regard to

t6s Ibirl., s. 16-21 .
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procedures established by the Army Act and the Rules of Procedure: that it consisted of

the legal minimum of officers, all eligible for service on the court, as well as the

applopriate appointment of its president. If the coult was not satisfied that any of these

requirements for a couft martial were met, or that lawftrl plocedures had not been

followed, they were responsible to leport their findings to the convening authority, in

which case the court might be adjourned. However, if the court was satisfied, it was

responsible to ensure that the charges were being laid upon someone who was under the

jurisdiction of that court and that the charges were framed accolding to the Army Act and.

understandable to the accused. Again, if the court was not satisfied, it was required to

repofi this to the authority and could adjourn.166

If the court was satisfied, the prosecutor would take his place and the accused

would be brought before the court. Generally, the plosecutor was an officer whose

selection was approved by the convening officer. The convening officel could not

appoint himself as prosecutor and the prosecutol was subject to military law. In

complicated or serious trials, the prosecutor was selected based on his experience and

knowledge of military law. Once the accused was blought before the court, he had the

right to object to the participation of any member of the court save the prosecutor. The

accused could also call upon witnesses to give evidence to substantiate his objections. If

mole than one officer were being objected to, then each objection would be handled

sepalately beginning with the officel of lowest rank, unless the president was also

objected to, in which case the president would be handled first. Following an objection

the other members of the coult were required to give their opinions legarding that

objection, save the officer in question. If the objection was allowed, that officer was

'66 lbicl., s.22-23.
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required to retire from the proceedings. That officer's position could then be filled by

another officel selected for the pulpose of filling vacancies due to objections. Once the

coult was assembled with the proper number of officels accepted, the president was

required to administer an oath or solemn declaration to every member of the court.l67

After all members of the court had been sworn, the accused was read the

charge(s) and pleaded separately to each charge. The accused had the right to object to a

charge on the ground that it was not an offence under the Army Act or that it was not in

accoldance with the Rules of Procedure. The accused could also object to the jurisdiction

of the court pliot' to pleading to any charge. If this was the case, the court would hear the

evidence provided by the accused in support of such a plea, followed by the evidence of

the plosecutol in either disproof or qualification of that plea, followed by any replication

fi'om the accused and reply by the prosecutor. If the court over-ruled the piea, the trial

continued. If the court allowed the plea, it was recorded along with reasons for their

decision and reported to the convening authority and the coult was adjourned. The

convening authority would then convene another court if it disallowed the plea or release

the accused. Following any objection on the part of the accused, the tlial would

commence. If there wele any amendments required to the name or description of the

accused, they could be made by the colrfi at any time during the trial. However, if ther.e

was an amendment necessary to the charge, the court had the option of adjoulning, but

was required to repolt this to the convening ar,rthority which would eithel order a new

trial or amend the charge and have the trial proceed following notification of the

accused.l6s

167 lbicl., s.24-30.
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The accused wotlld have the opportunity to make a plea of gLrilty or not guilty to

each charge. If the accused refttsed to plea, ol if the plea was unintelligible, then a plea of

not guilty was entered. If the accused pleaded guilty to a charge, the president would

ascertain that the accused understood the nature of the charge as well as the possible

punishment. The president would also have to inform the accused of the meaning of the

charge to which he was pleading guilty and the diffelences in procedure that such a plea

entailed. Then the president was lequired to recommend that the guilty plea be withdrawn

if it appealed, according to the sllmmary of evidence, that the accused should plead not

guilty. Following that, the accused would have the opportunity to change his plea. If a

plea of guilty was kept, that plea would be recolded as the colut's finding. After a plea of

gttilty had been recorded, the accused had the opportunity to make a statement regarding

the offence. Following that statement, the court would review the summary of evidence,

after which the accused could make another statement and call character witnesses in

order to mitigate the severity of the punishment. If, however, the court began to question

the understanding of the accused regarding the charge ol the effects of a plea of guilty,

the court could then change the plea to one of not guilty and proceed as such.l6e

If the plea was not guìlty, the trial ploceeded with an opening addless by the

plosecutor, if he desired to do so, as well as presentation of his evidence against the

accused. The accused had a right to closs-examine the prosecution, aftel which the

plosecution could make a further statement. After the plosecution presented evidence, if

there were no other witnesses to be examined by the court, the accnsed then had a right to

present his evidence, aftel which he could be cross-examined. Then the prosecutor would

address the court a second time in older to sum up the evidence plesented by the

'60 Ibid.. s.3r .
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prosecLltion, as well as comment on what had been presented by the accused. The accused

had a right to address the court in his defence, as well as to call character witnesses. The

prosecution could then present proofofprevious convictions or evidence regarding the

conduct of the accused but only in reply to the use of character witnesses by the accused.

However, if the accused called witnesses to present statements for his case, then the

accused had the right to address the court in his defence, present evidence as a witness as

well as call his witnesses and then address the court a second time. This would be

followed by the prosecution's address to the court. The accused had the right at any time

during the trial to change his plea of not guilty to guilty. rT0

There was a third plea which could be made by a person before a court martial.

This was a plea in bar of trial. This plea could be made on the grounds: that the accused

had already been convicted ol acquitted of the offence by a competent civil court, coul.t

martial 01'summary tlial; the offence had been pardoned ol condoned by competent

military authority; or the offence had occurred mole than three years prior to the

commencement of the trial, unless the offence was mutiny, desertion or fraudulent

enlistment. The court was then required to hear any evidence to sltpport the plea, as well

as to record it. If the court was convinced of the merit of the plea after hearing statements

fi'om both the accused and the prosecutoL, the court would then adjourn, unless

adclressing other charges for which a plea in bal was not made, and notify the confilming

authority. If the plea in bar was not plovecl or confilmed, then the court would reassemble

and the tlial would contintte. HoweveL, if the plea was proved and confirmed, then the

'70 Ibicl., s.38-42.
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accused wollld have to be leleased undel legislation which plotected the accused from

being tried for the same offence mole than once.lTl

Following presentation of the evidence, the court would then deliberate in a

closed coul't, with the opinion of each member taken fol each charge. The findings fol

every charge would then be listed on the charge sheet as either guilty or not guilty. If the

finding was not guilty, the court could honourably acquit the accused. The court also had

the powel to recold a special finding if the evidence differed matelially from the

particulars of the charge but nevertheless demonstrated the guilt of the accused. If the

evidence did not demonstrate that an offence had occun'ed under the Army Act, then they

were required to acquit the accused. If the court found that the accused was not guilty, the

plesident would sign the proceedings, the findings would be lead in open court and the

accused released. Record of the proceeding would then be transmitted for

confirmation.lT2

If the finding of the court was a guilty verdict, the court was responsible to assess

and record the character, age, service, rank and any l'ecognized acts of gallantry or

distinguished conduct, as well as the length of time held in custody on any plevious

sentence, any deferred pay, military decolation ol leward which the accused was in

possession of or entitled to, which the court could sentence to be forfeit. Evidence would

then be given by a witness as to the acculacy of the assessment according to the

regimental books; however, evidence on the part of the prosecutor could not be given by

any member of the court. The accused had the right to cross-examine any witness as well

as to call witnesses of his own and demand that the regimental books be plesented. Once

tlt Ibict., s.36.
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the evidence had been presented, the accused then had the right to addtess the court. The

court was also obligated to enquire into any additional punishment awarded, if that wer.e

the case. The court then awarded one sentence for all gr-rilty charges plesented on the

charge sheet. The court also had the power to recommend mercy on behalf of the

accused, which would be documented, along with the amount of support within the court

and the reasons fol the recommendation. Once the sentence was awarded, the president

would sign and date the sentence and it would be transmitted for confirmation. A

confirming authority could confirm ol refuse to confirm the proceedings. If he had

reason, which would be documented, he could re-assemble the court for the purpose of

revising the sentence or finding. During revisions by this coLut, it would sit in a closed

coult and could not receive any new evidence.tT3

The Rules of Procedur¿ addressed one final issue which would become

significant duling the Great War. The specific attention to issues of insanity would be

strongly reflected in the war with recognition of the condition of 'shell shock.' If the

person charged was found by the court to be unfit, by reason of insanity, to stand trial or

that the crime fol which the accused was charged was committed when the accused was

insane, the president of the court could send the findings for confilmation. If the findings

were rejected, the accused could stand trial befole a court martial. If the findings were

confilmecl, the accused was to be confined in a manneL "calculated to keep him securely

without unnecessary harshness, as he [was] not to be consideled a criminal but as a

person labouring under a disease."lTa Howeuer, this was the only explicit mention of the

t'3 Ibict., s.46,48-53
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use of insanity as a defence; there was no mention within the legislation of any other

plocedures pertaining to the interaction between the medical and legal military fields.

The Army Acr further stipulated distinctions between the different courts. The

regimental court martial was convened by any officer authorised to convene a district or

general court martial, ol any commanding officer with the rank of captain or higher; it

consisted of no less than three officers who had held commission for a minimum of one

full year; it had a president, appointed by the convening officer, who would have held a

rank of captain or higher, unless on march or a captain was unavailable; but it could not

try an officer, or award a punishment of death, penal servitude, imprisonment, discharge

with ignominy or detention for more than forty-two days.175 A district court martial was

convened by any officer authorised to convene a general court martial, or some officer

deriving autholity from an officer authorised to convene a genelal court martial; it

consisted of no less than three officers who had held a commission for a minimum of two

full years; and it could not award a punishment of death or penal servitude.lT6 A general

court martial could only be convened by the King, ol an officer given authority to do so

by the King; it consisted of a minimum of nine officers who had held a commission for a

minimum of three fltll years, if the cor-rrt was taking place in the United Kingdom, India,

Malta or Gibraltar, and otherwise no less than five officers. The Anny Acl also stipulated

that, in both district and general courts martial, an officer below the rank of captain could

not be a membel of a court trying a field officer; a sentence of death could only be passed

with concurrence of a minimum of two-thilds of the coult; and the plesident could be

t" 
Ar,rr7, Act, s. 47.

"u lbid., s.48.



appointed by the convening officer but could not be under the rank of a field officer or

captain for district couïts martial.lTT

The Arm¡, Act also addressed the confirmation of sentences. In regimental courts

maltial, the convening officel or anothel officer with autholity to convene could confirm

a proceeding. With regard to district courts martial, an officel with the authority to

convene a general court martial, or an officer given authority by such an officer, could

confirm a proceeding. The King ol an officer given authority by the King could confirm a

proceeding of a general court martial. In field-general court maltial cases, an officer- with

the authority to confirm general courts martial could confirm the proceedings. Prior to

confirmation, the confirming officel could send the finding or sentence back to the court

fol revision, but only once. During revision, the sentence could not be increased, no¡

could new evidence be presented. A member of the court could not be the confirming

officer'. Also, a confirming authority could mitigate or remit a punishment which had

been awarded or commute the punishment to a lesser punishment.lTs

The subject of counsel was addressed in the Rnles of Procedure. During a trial,

the accused had the right to have a person assist him. That person could be a legal advisor

or any other person chosen by the accused and could assist the accused in all matters

regarding his trial. If the trial was a general or district court martial held in the United

Kingdom, the accused had a right to have counsel represent him at trial. If the trial was

held elsewhere, representation by counsel had to be approved by the collrt. Counsel could

also leplesent ol aid the plosecution. Finally, the qualifications to be counsel we.re: a

t" Ibirt.
t" Ibid., s.54.
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barrister-at-law in England or lreland; an advocate ol law agent in Scotland; a legal

practitioner in India; or someone deemed comparable to a barristel-at-law.l7e

Another aspect of military law is the judge-aclvocate. The officer convening a

general court maltial was requiled to appoint a judge-advocate. This was optional in the

case of a district court martial. The judge-advocate's responsibilities and powers were: to

provide his opinion to the prosecution and the accused when it was asked for; to represent

the Judge-Advocate-General, to inform the court of any infolmality or irregularity in

proceedings; to give his opinion on the legal bearing of the case and summarize the

evidence; and to ensure that the accused did not suffer any disadvantageand generally

remain impartial.lso

Finally, the Army Act addressed the final court available to try a soldier, and the

most significant for any military conflict: field-general courts maltial. This was convened

in order to try soldiers and officers in cases where normal courts martial were

unavailable. This was the case during the Filst World'War, as trials occurring on the

battlefield would have been field-general courts martial. Such courts consisted of no less

than three officers, unless thlee officers were unavailable in which case the court could

consist of only two officers. The convening officer could have presided over the cogrt if

necessary, but the court should have had a plesident with a rank of captain or higher

appointed by the convening officer. If the coult consisted of less than three officers, the

punishment awarded could not exceed implisonment ol field punishment. If a sentence of

death was passed, it had to be passed by all membels of the court and could not be carried

until it was confirmed.

t1e 
Rttles of Proccdurc, s. 81-94.

t'o Ibict.. s.lol-lo3
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However, with regards to the historical study of courts martial on the battlefield

during the Filst World War, there was one other crucial difference. Due to the demands

of being on the battlefield, often near the front line, conrts martial could be convened and

the trial carried on without proper written records ordinarily required for courts martial.

The only written records required were the particulars of the case: the name of the

accused, the charge, the finding, the sentence and any recommendation for mer-cy. This

has created a sevel'e limitation for any analysis of cases during the Great War based on

the acceptability of a lack of written trial records.

Again due to militaly circumstances, some rules of plocedure could be suspended

in the interests of disciplinary necessity. Specifically, when evidence was documented

during an investigation, the accused would normally have the right to be plesent, to cr-oss-

examine the witness and sign the transcripts. These rights could be suspended. Also,

when the person charged with an offence was an officer, he would have the right to be

present at the documentation of evidence and, if not present, be given an abstract of the

evidence. These lights could also be suspendecl. There were also two sections within the

Rules of Procedure which specifically addressed the right for a propel defence which

cotlld be suspended. Specifically, the light to have free communication with witnesses,

legal advisors and friends, as well as the light to be given a copy of the charge sheet,

along with the names of witnesses and the summary of evidence. Suspensions of these

rights of the accused could severely hampel his defence at a coLlrt ma¡tial. However, the

"accused shall have full opportunity of making his defence, and shall be afforded every

facility for pleparing it which is pr-acticable."l8r

"' IbirÌ., s. lo4.
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This reconstruction of trial procedule has clearly demonstrated that courts martial

wele not arbitrary ot haphazard; they were systematically constructed, based on

plocedural legislation approved by the British government. Furthermore, the legislation

recognized and confirmed certain rights for any person accused of a crime. However, the

reconstruction of trial cases available within the historiography does not reflect or

illustrate what occurred in the trials in order to ascertain if the prescribed procedures were

indeed followed. This leconstruction of actual trials is paramount in any effort to cr-iticise

them for their legality and to judge whether those executed for crimes r.eceived 'fair' or

Just' trials. The analysis of a trial focusing on the procedure of that tlial itself, rather

than on the alleged crime, allows for a clearer understanding of how the procedures were

applied, as well as what can be confimed through the documentation.



Select Cases

Pte F. Ferllls2 of the I4lC.E.F was tried by a field-general court martial on 13

October, I9ll , for "When on active service: 1) Neglecting to obey a lawful command

given by his superior officer'; 2) Using insubordinate language to his supelior officer;" he

pleaded not guilty to the first charge and guilty to the second. The trial was presided over

by a Major of the 15tl' Canadian Division, with a Captain and two Lieutenants sitting as

membels of the cottrt. The transcript did not specify any prosecutor or friend of the

accused. During the trial, Ferll's conduct sheet was presented, documenting that he had

been disciplined repeatedly for several infractions. The first witness for the plosecution

was Sergeant Byce of the 14tl' Canadian Battalion who was the superiol officer whom

Ferll was charged with disobeying and using insubordinate language. The date of the

crime, as specified in the Sgt.'s statement was 29 August, 1917, thus the timeframe

between date of offence and date of trial was 45 days. The Sgt. stated that orders were

given for the soldiers to clean their equipment. Apparently, as Felll had leather

equipment, the Sgt. ordered him to clean the equipment of another soldier who was sick

and excused of duty. Ferll refused, stating that "It was too much bullshit."'When warned

regarding his behaviour, he continued to use obscene language. The accused did not

cl'oss-examine the Sgt. The second witness for the prosecution was Sgt. Thatchel of the

14tl' Canadian Battalion who substantiated Sgt Byce's statement, stating that he heard the

accused make the claim of too much bullshit, and that "when checked again for using

obscene language, the accused replied that he didn't give a God Damn wherevel he

went." Sgt Thatcher also stated that the Ferll's manner was insolent. The accused again

r82 F. Ferll. Courts Martial Recorrls (Library and Archives Canada: RG150 - Ministry of the
ovelseas Military Folces of canada, series 8, File'i, Microfilm Reel Number-T-8651).
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declined to cross-examine the witness. Both witnesses signed the tlanscript beneath their

statements.

The only defence presented was a statement by Ferll, stating that he did not think

it was right for him to be ordered to clean another soldier's equipment. "I used profane

language on account of Sgt. Byce using rough worcls to me." He explained that he had

been 'ruptured' for the past three months and had not been with his own company. He

had applied to the medical officer several times to have an opelation, but was consistently

denied. He claimed that the statement he made to Sgt, Byce was "You don't need to

speak so rough to me." There are several pieces of information lacking from this case. As

mentioned, there is no specification of who the prosecutor was; the units of the three

membels of the court are unclear, thus they may not be Canadian; Ferll's illness is not

documented, nor is his original unit ol any counsel he may have had. He was found not

guilty of the first charge and guilty of the second, and sentenced to one day F. p. (field

punishment) no. 2; the finding and sentence whele both confirmed by the confirming

officer.

The transcript of this case demonstrates that the accused had enough time to

prepare fol his defence, as he likely would have been arrested and charged immediately

following the incident; that the court consistecl of three officers; and he had the

opportunity to defend himself. Furthermore, the court's findings followed the pleas

submitted by the accused. There is no evidence that this case deviated from the

prosclibed procedures.
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Lieutenant Henry N. Aldousls3 of the I't Canadian Divisional Ammunition

Column was tried at Mont St. Eloi, 15 May L917 ,by genelal court martial fol "'When on

Active Service, Drunkenness, in that he on 21't March,lgIJ, was dlunk." There was also

an altelnate charge: "When on Active service, Conduct to the prejudice of Good Or.der

and Military Discipline in that he on 21't March, rglj, was playing cards with N.c.

Officers and men." Aldous pleaded guilty to the charges, thus a transcript of the trial was

not available. The court consisted of several officers: the President (Br-igadier Genelal F.

C. U. Loois ,2"d Canadian Infantry Brigade) the three membels of the court (Lt.-Colonel.

M. Rae. 4th canadian Infantry Battalion; capt. A. p. Bennett, 12,h Bde., lrtcanadian

Divisional Artillery; Capt. C. V. Ghearer, 3'd Bligade., 1 Canadian Divisional Artillery;

Lt. A. C. Hersey, 12tl'. Bde., 1't Canadian Divisional Altillery), the waiting members

(Capt. A. T. Paterson, 2nd Bde. 1't Canadian Divisional Artillery; Capt. J. K. M. Green,

1't Canadian Divisional Ammunition Column), the Judge Advocate (Major C. H. Roberts,

1't Canadian Headquarters StafÐ, and the Prosecutor (Capt. V/. E. Stenoy, Headquartels,

1't Canadian Divisional Arty.). Although there wele no witnesses presented at the trial,

the summary of evidence documents the investigation conducted into this case. The fir-st

witness, Cpl. Neville, was one of the men with whom Aldous played poker, who stated

that Aldous was drunk. The second witness, Lt. Savage, claimed to have seen Aldous

dlunk that night; the third, Dr. Blackman stated he saw Aldous drunk that night and that

Aldous offeled him some liquor. The summary continues listing another thild witness,

Pte' Palrish, a cook who stated that Dr. Blackman called him to go to his cook house,

whele he found Lt. Aldous and two Non-Commissioned Officers; he also claimed that

'83Henry N. Alclous. Courts Martial Recorcls (Libraly and Alchives Canada: RG150 - Ministry of
the Overseas Military Forces of Canada, Series 8, File 649,4- I 361 , Microfilm Reel Number T-g65 l ).
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Aldous was drunk. The fourth witness, Pte. Hifferman was playing cards with Aldous and

found that he was "acting in a peculiar manner, but I consideled him fit for any duty.,'

The fifth witness, Capt. Dowsley, who had given Aldous orders regarding ammunition,

found that Aldous was under the influence of liquor and was in no condition to follow

those orders. A character reference, plesented by a Majol who knew the accused for

sixteen years priol to the war, stated that the accused lived with the Major for sometime

in 1916 and was a cheerful worker. Aldous was severely replimanded and there is some

mention to a reduction in lank. This case in palticular illustlates the extent of

investigations prior to trials, and further demonstrates that courts martial were attended

by the necessary personnel. There is no evident deviation from procedures.

The court martial case-file for W.J. Alexandellsa of the 5th Canadian Mounted

Rifles was tried on 4 &7 May 1918, chalged with "When on active service absenting

himself without leave in that he, in the HILL 70 [word unclear] of the front line on the

evening of 22"d of Aplil 1918 when on patlol duty absented himself from the patr-ol at

about 9 pm without permission and lemained absent until about 2am23''d April 191g;,,

Alexander pleaded not guilty. The transcript does note that there was a frie¡d of the

accused present: Lt. S. Machian. The court consisted of the President (Major F.G. Taylor,

D.S.O. 1" CMR Battalion) and three members ( 3 Lts all fi'om CMR fCanadian Mounted

Riflesl). The first witness, a Cpl (name may be Hughes), stated that on Apri| ZZ"d l9Ig,

he warned the accused of a patrol. The accused was on the patrol when the witness

handed command over to another Lance Cpl. at 830pm. At about 200amthe next day (23

Aplil) the witness saw the accused in a dugor-rt on the line. The witness was cross-

't4 W. J. Alexander, Courts Martial Recorcls (Libraly and Alchives Canada: RGl50 - Ministr.y of
the Ovelseas Militaly Forces of Canada, Series 8, File 649-A-l1530, Microfìlm Reel Number T-g651).
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examined, but there is underlining of the palagraph which makes deciphering it

impossible (almost appeal's as though it may have been crossed out). The second witness

was a L/CpL., who took over command of the patrol. He stated that he noticed the accused

missing sometime during the patrol, but the documented time is unclear. The third

witness, LlCpl. Warren, who was mentioned in the statement of the first witness as being

in the rear of the patrol, stated that "a few shells came over but did not drop very close.

Just then I saw the accused run past me muttering something about a steel helmet,

accused was going back toward Mud Alley fname which refers to the line in the area].',

The witness stated that he reported the absence to the LlCpl. (second Witness) and that

the accused nevel returned to the patrol. The witness was cross-examined by the accused,

howevel the following statement is unclear; there is mention about the accused running

past and a steel helmet. The witness was also cross-examined by the court; the witness

stated that the accused was the only one on patrol without a steel helmet.

The prosecution was followed by the defence, with the accused giving a

statement. He stated that he had lent his helmet to anothel soldier a few days prior., and

that soldier had lost it. He tried to find another and when he retulned to try and find his

patrol, it had gone. He reported to a Cpl. (name seems to read Andelson) and was put on

gas guard. He was auested the next night. The accused was cross-examined by the

prosecution, and stated that he reported the loss of his helmet as soon as he had been told

the othel soldier had lost it. When cross-examined by the court the accused stated he did

not know who to ask for permission to leave the patlol to get a helmet. The second

witness for the defence was the soldier to whom the accused had lent the helmet. He

stated that he had left the helmet for the accused; when the accused could not find it, the
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witness returned to where he had left it but could not find it. This witness was cross-

examined by the prosecution, but his response is unclear. He was cross-examined by the

collft as well and responded that he did not see the accused on the night in question. The

statement was followed by a "Rebuttal Evidence for Plosecution", listing a fourth

witness. Cpl. Anderson stated that the first time he saw the accused on the night in

question was at 200am,23 Apri| "when he came to my dug out to go on gas guard, I had

just sent for him on hearing that he was not with the patrol." The witness was cross-

examinecl by the accused and responded that Pte. McCrae told him the accused was not

with the patrol. He was also cross-examined by the court and responded that he was in his

dug out between 1000pm-1i00pm with Sgt. Hughes, and did not see the accused until

200am. Another statement was made by a Cpl. named Hughes (there seems to be a rank

in blackets, but it is unclear); howevel', his statement was not listed as a witness. He

claimed that he was in the dugout between 1000pm-1100pm and did not see the accused

until 200am. Cpl. Anderson was blought before the coult again and confirmed that the

accused was not on gas guard until 200am. Another witness, a Pte. McCr.ae made a

statement, but it is unclear. It does mention shelling ancl seeing the accused at201am.

Alexander was found gLrilty and sentencecl to fourteen days FP no. 1. The sentence and

finding wele confilmed. This case clearly clemonstrates the intelaction between the

prosecution and the defence, as well as the court in the process of the trials, and fgr.ther

substantiates the presumption that plocedures were followed.

Pte. Antelieux,l8t of the 14tl' CEF was tried by field-genelal cour.t martial on 14

January 1916, on the charge of "When on active service Desertion." Antelieux pleaded

'8s Anterieux, Courts Martial Recorcls (Library and Archives Canada: RGl50 - Ministr.y o1 the
overseas Military Folces of canada, series 8, File 649-A-18g6, Microlìlm Reel Number T-g65 l).
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not guilty to the charge; however, the transcript is illegible. The accused was found ,,Not

guilty of desertion but guilty of absence without leave" for which he was sentenced to

twelve months imprisonment with hard labour. However, the sentence was commuted to

ninety days FP no. l. The President is listed as Majol Cartwright F. L. of LSH. The rwo

members are listed as a Captain of the 15tl' Battalion and one of the 16tl'. This particular

case illustrates the problems evident in using statistics to calculate the percentage of those

sentenced to death for capital crimes; this particular case would not have been counted in

the statistics as Anterieux was not found guilty of desertion. As a guilty verdict of a lessel

sentence for which the accused was not charged was common practice in militar-y law,

thele were many soldiers charged with desertion but found guilty of lessel crimes.

Thelefore, the pelcentage of soldiers executed for desertion would be a great deal smaller

than what has been presented by historians like Babington.

Pte. J. A. V. Ashby'tu of the 25 cEF was rlied on 10 July 1g1g, on the charge of

"When on active service stealing goods the property of a comlade" and "When on active

service, conduct to the plejudice of good ordel and military discipline. Being w¡ongfully

in possession of goods, the property of a comlade." Ashby pleaded not guilty to both

charges. The coult consisted of a president, Major c. G. Mclaughlan of the 21'r

canadian Battalion, and four members: capt. A. R. MacKedie of the lgtl' canadian

Battalion, Cpt. W. A. Livingstone, Medical Officer of the 25tt' Canadlan Battalion, Lt. S.

G' Harrison of the 27tt' Canadian Battalion, and Cpt. A. D. Crease of the 29rh Canadian

Battalion. The first witness (rank and name unclear) stated that one private was missing

^ 'lu O. V. Ashby. Courts Martial Records (Libraly and Archives Canada: RGl50 - Minisrry of the
Overseas Military Forces of Canada, Series 8, File 649-A-12115, Microfilm Reel Number T-g651).
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kit and found that Ashby was in possession of it. The witness was cr-oss-examined but

only by the court and stated that kits wele marked with the owners name when turned in

to CQMS (Company Qttartermaster Sergeant). The second witness, an unknown pte., was

the owner of the missing kit. He had turned his kit in to CQMS and when the kit of the

platoon was returned, he could not find his. He stated that he could identify his flashlight

by two dents which were located on the side. He later found his flashlight in the

possession of the accused who claimed he had found it two weeks prior. The witness

addressed this issue with his platoon commander'(may be first witness) who approached

the accused. The accused was found to be in possession of the witness' kit. The witness

was cross-examined by the coufi but his response is unclear. The third witness, whose

name and rank are unclear, stated that he was in the same billet as the accused when the

owner of the kit came to inspect it. He recounted that the accused claimed he had found

the flashlight. The following witness was the accused, and stated that he found the kit on

the side of the road; since no one was around he took it with the intention of finding its

owner. When he letulned to his billet, it was dinner time so he went for dinner-. That was

when the owner of the kit lecogni zed, it and approached the accused. The accused was

found guilty of the second charge and sentenced to six months imp¡isonment with hard

labour.

Sgt. J. C. Alvisl8T was tried on 11 October 1918, on the charge of "Without

reasonable excuse allowing to escape a person committed to his charge." Alvis pleacled

not guilty to the charge. Included in the file was a conduct sheet stating that John Cliffor.d

Alvis was awarded the Military medal on 9/7 /17 . The transcript of the trial revealed that

'8t J. C' Alvis, Courts Martial Records (Library and Archives Canada: RG 150 - Ministr.y of the
overseas Military Forces of canada, series 8, File 649-A-12138, Microfilm Reel Number.T-g651).
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there was a pl'osecutor, Lt. G. F. Price of the Canadian Infantry Base Depot, and that

there was a fi'iend of the accused, Lt. M. MacRae of the 25't' Canadlan Battalion. The

president was Major C. E. Welch from the East. Lawes [?] Regiment, and the members

were: cpt. H. B. Porter [regiment illegible due to the stroke through it], Lt. G. D.

Williams, and Lt. w. B. Williams, both from the Welsh Regiment (i.e., no,t Canadian).

Following presentation of witnesses, the prosecution presented information regarding the

accused: he enlisted on I November' 1915 at 29 yearc old. He served two months at the

front at the time of the trial and was 31 years old. This was followed by a statement made

by the accused in mitigation of the punishment. He stated that:

This is the first time that I had been on escort duty. My
service in France has been in the line, except the past ã
(three) months, when I have been in hospital. This is the
first occasion that I have had any charge of any kind
whatsoever [following word uncrear] against me. I was
p'omoted se'geant on 9'n April/I9lg. I am celtain that had
I been suppried with handcuffs for the prisoner, I would
have had no trouble. I urge that the condition [word
unclearl such when I a'ived at the Rail-head as fword
unclear] extremely difficult for me to super.vise the safe
guarding of the prisoner. I don't remember being informed
that Pa.a. 6 of the instructions issued to me would not appry
in my case.

The file also included written orders given to Alvis: the paragraph which Alvis claimed

he did not lealize applied to his case lead: "You will obtain hand-cuffs fi-om the provost

Sergt' (signing receipt for same) and youl plisoner will remain handcuffed to his escor-t

duling the whole of the journey.,'

The first witness fol the prosecution was Lt. G. F. pr-ice (who was also the

prosecutor) who stated that he was the Assistant Adjutant of the Canadian Infantry Depot

ancl that when he gave the ordels to Alvis, he stated that para. 6 did not apply. The
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witness was cross-examined, and responded that Para. 6 was not erased because the

decision had not been made regalding whether the prisoner (pte. Good) required

handcuffs. The second witness was a Regimental Sergeant Major.(the name is unclear)

who stated that Alvis reported to him that the prisonel had escaped, at which time the

witness placed the accused under arrest. The witness was not cr.oss-examined. The third

witness was Sgt' J. W' Gibson of the PPCLI who stated that he handed the prisoner to the

accused at about 0700 on October 4'l'; the witness was not cross-examined. The fourth

witness, Pte. Bratten of the 2"d Canadian Infantry stated that he was detailed as one of the

escorts for the prisoner, was guarding him during the night, when they were

accommodated for the night somewhere whele lights were not allowed, until he handed

over the duty to another Pte. (Camelon) at about IZ3Oam. At about 400am, the accused

awoke and found the prisoner missing. The witness was not cross-examined. The fifth

witness was Pte. cameron of the 13th Canadian Infantry Battalion who stated that he was

detailed for the escort and guarded the prisoner during the night until 300am, when Alvis

took over the duty. At about 400 am Alvis woke the Plivates and stated that the prisoner

was missing' This witness was cross-examined and responded that, although the

accommodations were dark and crowded, the prisonel was asleep when the accused

relieved Pte. Cameron.

The first witness for the defence was Alvis, who stated that handcuffs wele

unavailable when he was given custody of the prisonel. When they arrived at the

railhead, no one met the train and he could not find any police. The only shelter he could

find was a YMCA canteen, which was occupied by men proceeding on and retur.ning

from leave. No lights wel'e permitted due to enemy aircraft. He artanged the relief
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schedule fol the escort and took his duty at 300am. At about 330am he noticed movement

from the direction of the prisoner, who was about four feet fi'om him. The accused stated

that he was between the prisoner and the door, and that he found the prisoner missing

when he ìit a match. He stated that the othel occupants continuously moved about in an

effort to keep warm' He claimed that the escort could not search until daybreak due to the

datkness, and that they then searched for about five hours. He stated that ,,Had I been

supplied with handcuffs, I am sure I would have had no trouble. I did all in my power to

take propel care of the prisoner who has since been arrested." The accused was cross-

examined and stated that he kept the escort as close to the plisoner as possible due to the

crowded natule of the 'marquee'. The second witness, apparently the euarter Master,

Sgt' Taylor, stated that he was with the escolt, that the Provost Sgt. of the depot base

(where the prisoner had been transfelred into the custody of the accused) was away on

duty and that the attending Corpolal informed him that there were no handcuffs, but that

there should be no problem since the "pLisoners were not too bad." He also stated that

there were no accommodations for prisoners at the railhead. The witness was cross-

examined and responded that there were no prisoner accommodations at the railhead. The

third witness, Cpl Hanson of the Canadian Infantly Base Depot stated that the accused

asked for a set of handcuffs but that there wele none available. This witness was not

cross-examined. Alvis was found guilty and sentenced to be reduced to the rank of

Corporal.

These cases suppolt the claim that courts martial plocedures were meticulously

followed and also illustlate what was available for analysis within the primary source

material' Although these cases do not prove that plocedures were always or-gener.ally
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followed by all courts martial during the Great War', they do plesent reasonable doubt

regarding the assertion that colrrts maltial were albitrary and without procedure. These

cases illustrate the need for further, multiple and comparative analyses of the Canadian

court martial cases in order to develop accurate conclusions regarding the plocess and

procedures of courts martial during the Great War.

There is, furthermore, one concern, made evident in the particular trial of Alvis:

the deliberations of the court and justification of the finding are absent and unclear. In

this particular case Alvis did everything in his powel'to secure the prisoner and, thr.ough

no apparent fault of his own, the prisoner managed to escape. Given that there were no

handcuffs, no prisoner accommodations, and no light in the marquee where the escort

was staying, why did the court find Alvis guilty? The most convincing conclusion is that

it was for disciplinary and exemplary reasons: the plisoner was Alvis' responsibility.

There was no appalent sympathy from the colut. Thus, this poses significant questions

regarding military law and its theoly. This is leminiscent of World War One satires in

which courts martial were held for a soldier, charged and found guilty of cowardice, who

was knocked unconscious during an attack and failed to move forward. This was

intimately lelated to the issue of capital courts martial of the twenty-five Canadians

specifically, and the Blitish executions in general: responsibility.

The issue of responsibility has never been addressed within the historiography,

only the assertion of an arbitrary and r-rnjust courts maltial system. That the people

executed for desertion may have been suffeling from shell shock and thus not legally

responsible for theil actions was not the focus of the historical research; this was

particularly evident in Godefroy's conclusions. But the concept of responsibility, both
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withìn the legislation and within the theory itself, was wholly absent. If a crime occurred,

such as in the specific case of Alvis, who was held responsible for the escape of a

prisoner, or of Butler, who was held responsible for the murder of another soldier, how

was the responsibility of the accused constructed? Evidently , actLts rea was the only

factor taken into consideration, and mens rect was not recognized as contlibutory to a

case.

The issue of responsibility was also significant when considering shell shock and

the punishment of those suffering from it; if responsibility for a crime was only

constructed through the criminal act itself, unless the person was found to be mentally

insane, then milder and more subtle forms of shell shock, even if recognized as a medical

condition, would not have been considered as a lawful defence. As the procedures made

no mention of a medical examination to determine the mental health of any defendant,

the apparent procedure was that the court would make a determination as to whether the

defendant was fit to stand trial. The current construction of capital courts martial and

military law during the Great War', particularly in regards to the issue of shell shock, has

failed to lecognize or establish the construction of responsibility within the legal system,

as well as the theoretical context of military law. This only becomes evident with

reconstruction of the actual procedures and the critical analysis of actual trials and their-

case files.
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Assessment of Courts Mantial

Following the war, the British government established a committee "to enquire

into the law and rules of procedure regulating Military Courts martial, both in peace and

war, and to make recommendations."lss The committee consisted of six members of

palliament and seven military officers, including the Judge Advocate General (JAG) and

the Deputy Judge Advocate General (DJAG). Its report is a significant document in the

history of military law and coufis martial during the Great War, because it detailed and

assessed the legal system and its application, using a variety of evidence, including the

testimonies of many people who "have been temporary officers or soldiers, and many are

in civil life connected with the active practice of the Law. They were, theLefore, 'well

qualified to express opinions as to the merits or defects of our Court martial system in

comparison with civit courts, and as to the fairness of military tribunals,.,,l8e These

witnesses included a retired Judge of the Indian High Court, King's Counsel, Members of

the Junior Bar, and English and Scottish Solicitols.'e0 The committee also heard the

statement of Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. Galloghy, the JAG of the United States Army who

plovided "valuable information as to the disciplinary code of that Ar-my."le' The

infolmation collected, as well as the recommendations and findings of the committee,

prove to be imperative to the historical debate as to the 'fairness' of the colìrts martial.

'88 United Kingdorn, Ministly of Def'ence, Report of the Contnt.ittee Constitlttecl b)t the Arnt)t
cowtcil to Enquire into the Law and RLtles of proceclure Regulating Militarl, courts Martial (London:
HMSO, t9t9),2.

t9e lbid.
Ieo lbicl.
tet Ibid.
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The report contained twenty-four sections: military law, legal knowledge of

officers, arrest, civil offences, delay, summary of evidence, preparation of defence,

provision of copy of charge, counsel, publicity of trials, courts and their composition,

independence of courts martial, prosecutor, evidence, recording of proceedings, form of

l'ecold, decision of court, announcement of finding and sentence, confirmation,

plomulgation, punishments, suspension of sentence acts, right to a copy of proceedings,

and appeal. The assessment addressed diverse issues of concern following the war, many

since forgotten. However, certain sections ate pertinent to historical arguments regarding

courts martial in the Great War, particularly sections on the legal knowledge of officers,

the preparation of defence, counsel, and appeal. The section on military law discussed

simplification of the code and its circulation in handbooks. The section on punishment

addressed matters of drunkenness and the minor punishments for officers, and as such do

not contribute to the historical discussion of military law and executions during the war.

The committee opened its report by stressing that the exponential increase in

courts martial trials during the war was "an inevitable result of the enormous expansion

of the Army during the European War," and that the deaths of senior, experienced

officers early in the war, as well as the necessity fol reinforcements causing a level of

inattention to legal training, complicated and rendeled the application of military law

more difficult.le2 Regarclless of these difficulties, the committee found the "the work of

Courts martial duling the war has been well done."le3

The legal knowledge of officels involved in courts martial has been a substantial

factot'in the historical criticism levied regalding military law during the Great'War, with

'e'lbicl, s. l-2.
"t Ibirt.,3.
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accusations of incompetence and ignorance of the law, alongside claims of hostility

towards those with actual legal expelience. HoweveL, this committee found nothing to

suppofi these assertions, stating that the appointment of bauisters and solicitols as .Court

maltial Officers' was beneficial and the system should be made permanent, allowing for

legal advice to be available during trials.'eo The committee's report on the issue of legal

knowledge does not support the ar.guments present within the historiography.

In regards to the preparation of defence, the committee found that, although most

soldiers were familiar with their rights, some were not; as such, they recommended that a

printed card should be displayed in every guard room explaining the soldier,s rights. re5

The committee also found that those who elected to defend themselves should be

required to do so in writing and that the accused be specifically asked if he had been

given the opportunity to prepare for his defence, and that his response be documented.le6

This assessment also ran counter to the current historiography that characterized. a

barbaric and albitrary legal system in which people could not defend themselves

effectively. The finding of the committee in regards to the defence of the accused

supports the argument that the procedures weïe indeed followed.

In the section on counsel, the committee specifically addressed the argument ,.that

in some instances superior authorities have actively discouraged officers fi.om appearing

on behalf of accused persons."leT The committee's response to these allegations implied

that thele was no official or non-official sanction fol snch practices and that ,,sel-ious

notice should be taken of any such plactice. An officer should feel himself at per.fect

tet Ibid.,s.9-Io.
tes lbirt., 44-45.

'eo lbid.,47.
'ei lbid., s4.
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liberty to defend any man of his unit or company if asked to do so."1e8 The committee's

response to these allegations demonstrated that no system, including the military legal

system, was beyond manipulation; however, the perception presented within the

historiography, that this was systematically practiced, seems unsubstantiated.

The final section of concern for this thesis was also the largest in the repoft and

the most significant to the historical debate. The issue of appeals within the historical

debate implies that, if these men would have had the opportunity to appeal, they would

not have been convicted of their crimes, due to some injustice which occurred during the

trial' This is the only historical ground to make an argument in favour of pardons for

those executed. In response to suggestions that all cases tried by courts martial or in cases

of death sentences, appeals should be available, the committee included the process for

appeal in civil court within its overall assessment. lt stated that "In the case of a man

convicted upon indictment, unless he himself takes some action, there is no review of the

proceedings. Whatever informality, error of fact or illegality may have occurred, only the

formal record of conviction remains."lee As the committee stated "A soldier is in a better

position."2oo Th" confirmation process of every trial ensured a gleater level of legitimacy

and 'justice' due to systematic review and approval of the finding and sentence

throughout the militaly command structure.20l In regards to capital punishment:

Abroad a certain number of death sentences were carried
out. In each case they wele only carried out after.personal
consideration by, and upon the orders of, the Commandel-
in-Chief, and after the Judge-Advocate-GeneLal, or his
Deputy, had advised on their legality.202

te9 lbict., s.55.
tee lttid., s. gi 

.

2ao lbic!.,99.
2ot rbid.,gg-105.

'ot lbic!., s. 106.
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Essentially claiming that the execution of soldiers was justified according to military law

and the coul'ts martial, and that legal experts of the time supported this, renders the

alguments of injustice even more questionable.

The committee recognized the purpose of military punishments, quoting the Duke

of Wellington: "I consider all punishments to be for the sake of example, and the

punishment of military men in particular is expedient only in cases where the prevalence

of any crime, or evils resulting from it, are likely to be injurious to the public

intetests."2o' Th" committee itself stated "The essence of military punishments is that

they should be exemplaly and speedy. ... An exemplary punishment speedily carried out

may prevent a mutiny from spreading ol save an Army from defeat."2O4 This was the

deterrence argument emphatically endorsed by a committee composed of members of

parliament and military law experts supporting the military law as applied during the war.

This report, far fi'om vindicating the process of courts martial during the war,

pt'ovides strong evidence counter to the genelal thesis presented within the

historiography. What this report presents is reasonable doubt legarding the albitlaliness

of courts martial during the war.

to'Duk" of Wellington, 1813. Quoted in Report, s. 109.
zoa Report, s. 110.
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Conclusion

Like so many aspects of Canadian history, the study of military law during the

Great War is strongly based in British histoly. As the legislation governing the Canadian

Expeditionary Force was British, the legal system was British, the commanders, until late

in the war, were British, and the courts martial were in many ways dominated by the

British, the inevitable conclusion was that Canadian military law was British. Although

the British historiography on this subject said little if anything abour the Canadians

during the war, usually only in respect to Vimy Ridge, the conclusions apply equally to

the Canadian case. The histolical study of military law in the Great War has been focused

on capital coLìrts martial in an effolt to demonstl'ate the illegitimacy of the convictions

and to secure posthumous pardons for those executed for crimes of desertion and

cowardice. This is especially evident in the works of Babington, Putkowski and Sykes,

and Godefroy. Howevel, in studying history, context and pelspective are everything.

Undelstanding how the particular, and the peculiar, fit within the scheme of the period is

essential to accuracy and understanding.

The arguments presented within the histolioglaphy have lelied significantly on

the understanding of shell shock and psychology; however, this construction is more

political than histolical. Doing so is an injr-rstice to the historicism of these events.

The Canadian element begins with establishing the legal statLls of the Canadian

Expeditionary Force. The Canadian soldiers were regulated by Blitish legislation, the

Army Act applied to them, and that statlìs did not remain stagnant throughout the war; it

was challenged. The legal status of Canadian soldiers during the Great Wal became
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another aspect of Canada's soveleignty over its own affairs; it was one more step along

the load to independence begun in 1867.

The context for the executions of Canadian and British soldiers dur-ing the Great

Vy'ar consisted of the theoly upon which military law was founded, alongside the theory

of civil law. Both were significantly similar, premised on deterrence and accepting capital

punishment as a punishment. They differed, however, in scope and purpose: the civil law

focused on justice and peaceful resolution of conflicts, while the purpose of military law

was to secure discipline. This difference is fundamental to the construction and analysis

of military law, both histolically and in the present day. It was only in 1997 that capital

punishment was removed as an acceptable form of punishment in Canada's National

Defence Acl. Furthermore, a civilian cannot be charged and tried for having rusty tools,

talking back to his/her boss, or not going to work; a soldier can. The purpose of

employment in the civilian sector is to make a plofit for the business; the purpose of

service in the military is to fight, defend, protect, live as a collective and, if need be, to

make the ultimate saclifice.

Anothel contextual necessity when analysing courts martial is a re-construction of

the legislation and plocedures of the trials themselves. Courts martial did not occlrr

within a vacuum devoid of procedure and law; it was not by definition arbitrary or

haphazard. Courts martial wele legislated by the British parliament, applicable to all

soldiels and officels, clearly established what constituted a crime, how it was tried, and

what the appropriate punishments wele. Inqr-rilies conducted during this time period

found that the function and plocedures of the trials were acceptable.
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The history of Canadian military law during the Gleat War requires significantly

mole attention and development. Hopefully, the index provided by Library and Archives

Canada is simply incomplete, and the case files of the twenty-five Canadians remain

available for review and analysis. A greater focus on responsibility within military law is

needed, and this will clarify a significant gap within our undelstanding of the legal

system which governed so many Canadian lives.

This preliminary survey documents how systematic the clearly established

procedures and guidelines were, based on a theory of military law developed through

centuries by philosophels, lawyers and generals. The analysis and re-construction of

specific trials demonstrates reasonable doubt regarding the assertions of the arbitrariness

of courts martial presented within the historiography. The report of the post-war

committee on courts martial further reinfolces that doubt. The only way to fully

understand the history of military law and Canadian courts mafiial is to objectively

analyse the evidence available and avoid developing political conclusions which are not

supported by the historical evidence.
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